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Abstract
This master thesis is part of the STRESS project which aims to develop
a virtual-reality based training environment for aggression de-escalation.
We describe the development of a generic computational model of deescalation that should be able to figure as the training environment’s
decision-making component. Based on a literature study we start by designing a conceptual model. Important aspects of this conceptual model
are the use of a de-escalation protocol and the distinction between reactive and proactive aggression. The conceptual model is then formalised
into a computational model of a multi-agent system with two agents, a
de-escalator and an aggressor. Next, the computational model is used
to simulate characteristic scenarios that represent the variety of circumstances we expect the model to be able to represent. Finally, we describe
an application that uses a support and analysis model to give essential
feedback, and that is thereby a first step towards a system that provides de-escalation training. The most important conclusions are that the
de-escalation model is able to simulate characteristic behaviour, that it
allows for a basic form of de-escalation training to be given, and that it is
theoretically possible to use it in the system envisioned by the STRESS
project with the advantage of allowing generic script writing with respect
to aggressor personalities.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Aggressive Behaviour

On the twenty-third of December 2013, Dutch Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen), the principal Dutch railway operator, sent an urgent open letter [30] to
the Ministry of Security and Justice. This letter expressed its concerns about
employees being confronted with aggressive behaviour by customers. The letter
reported an increase in the earnestness and prevalence of these incidents, which
often coincide with customers attempting to dodge fares. This was merely one
of the most recent examples where aggressive behaviour against civil servants
made the news, and railway personnel does not stand by itself, as the concerns
about the safety of civil servants in general have been a pressing matter in the
past decade. In a recent study [2], a similar incidence of incidents of aggressiveness has been reported for among others police officers, ambulance and hospital
personnel, and social workers. Yearly, about sixty percent of all civil servants
that took part in this study reported being victimised. Similar numbers were
found in another study that focussed on Dutch public transport personnel [20].
The authors of this study also pointed out that these percentages are somewhat misleading, as many employees have to deal with multiple incidents in one
year. The reported average incidences in 2010 of being bullied (10.2), bothered
(11.2), threatened (4.4), and physically abused (1.3) are worrisome indeed. It
is important to note that the majority of incidents of aggression is of a verbal
nature, and that physical aggression is relatively rare. When talking about verbal aggression, we refer to ”communication through words, tone, or manner that
disparages, humiliates, intimidates, patronizes, threatens, accuses, or is disrespectful toward another” ([3], p. 95).
Being faced with aggressive behaviour often leads to different forms of psychological distress. The direct effect is a stress response that could make it
more difficult to make good decisions, thus hampering job performance. Over a
longer period of time, in case the stress response is not optimally regulated, it
can have both physiological (e.g. an increased blood pressure) and psychological
(e.g. post-traumatic stress disorder) consequences [1, 7]. Moreover, incidents
do not necessarily have to be of a severe nature to have negative effects on an
employee’s mental health. Even minor, day-to-day incidents can lead to impairments in recognition and working memory [27]. While decreased job performance and employee’s psychological distress are obviously costly for employers
and troubling to the employees themselves, post-traumatic stress disorder also
puts a huge burden on society as a whole [23]. Although differences in for example national policy and culture make it hard to compare the situation in the
Netherlands to that of other countries, it seems safe to say that aggressive behaviour towards civil servants by customers is not a problem encountered only
in the Netherlands [22].
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By now it should be clear that aggression directed towards civil servants is problematic. The phenomenon of aggressive behaviour by customers is not something new, and consequently employers have taken various preventive measures
throughout time. Examples of some popular measures are increased police supervision, stronger punitive measures, training of employees, the installment of
closed compartments for drivers, and camera surveillance. However, such measures are costly and, although they may have dissuasive effects, do not prevent
customers from interacting with employees, meaning that aggressive behaviour
by customers remains possible. Furthermore, budget cuts put additional constraints on the applicability of many of these measures. This raises the question
of how to best improve employee’s safety in a relatively cheap fashion. From
the 2010 study we referred to earlier [20] it becomes clear that the employees
themselves would prefer stronger, but costly, punitive measures. The authors
suggest on the other hand, that it might be more effective to improve employee’s
communicative skills, in this context especially in their ability to prevent minor
incidents from escalating, something we will refer to as de-escalation from now
on.
De-escalation techniques are already an integral part of employee training,
encompassing more specific competencies such as conflict resolution strategies,
communication skills and emotion regulation [3, 1]. Unfortunately, training sessions, like most of the other measures we mentioned, are costly and they require
a lot of temporal and geographical coordination. A cost-effective alternative to
real-world training is Virtual Reality based training. This has proven to be viable in a variety of other domains, including military missions [19], surgery [16],
and negotiation [24]. This is where the STRESS project 1 makes its appearance.
This project initially aimed at developing a VR-based training environment for
emergency workers in which they would learn to improve their decision making
and emotion regulation skills under stressful circumstances. Originally a collaboration between VU University and the Netherlands Institute for the Study
of Crime and Law Enforcement (NCSR), they later partnered up with the Amsterdam municipal transport company (GVB) and the Dutch Police Academy.
This extended partnership gave rise to a narrowing of the project’s scope towards developing a training environment for public transport personnel that
has to deal with verbally aggressive customers, with the idea that it should be
possible to use generic components in a similar system aimed at de-escalation
training for police officers. Despite the slight shift in domain, improvement of
decision making and emotion regulation skills remained the focal point. The
following figure gives an overview of the envisioned system, which is of a generic
nature, allowing it to be applied to other domains as well.

1 see

http://stress.few.vu.nl/.
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Figure 1: The system envisioned by the STRESS project. Taken from [29].
The figure depicts the interaction between a trainee and the virtual environment. The trainee can observe the environment on a computer screen,
and has to select actions that are deemed appropriate in the training scenario.
Meanwhile, the trainee is being monitored by a training agent. This is done
by using HCI devices that measure physiological states such as heart rate and
skin conductance, as well as by observing what the trainee does in the training
environment. The physiological data thus acquired allows the training agent to
assess the trainee’s emotional state, for example in terms of experienced stress
or anger. This assessment is made using an affective model (see [9] for the
first steps in this direction), and is combined with task status information (e.g.
the trainee’s actions) in a decision making model. The decision making model
analyses whether the trainee makes the correct choices, and combined with the
analysis of the affective model, provides an output analysis of the decision making behaviour and the trainee’s emotion regulation. A simple example of such
an analysis could be that the trainee made a mistake because at that point in
the training scenario she experienced a lot of stress. The output of the analysis
model is used by a scenario development module to modify the current scenario.
Building on the previous example, a relevant modification could be to repeat
3
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the scenario with fewer stress inducing events for a better learning experience.
Lastly, a feedback determination module allows the system to give the trainee
advice on how to improve performance. Using the same example, such advise
could be to use a certain emotion regulation strategy or an explanation of why
the decision was wrong.
We already mentioned that verbal aggression is much more prevalent than
physical aggression, and at the time of writing this is what the STRESS project
revolves around. Concretely, scenarios are being developed in which trainees
can take the place of a tram driver and are to successfully de-escalate a situation in which they have to deal with a verbally aggressive customer. These
scenarios are at the core of the scenario development module and virtual reality environment components of the system. Taking into account the broader
initial scope of the project, namely that of improving civil servant’s decision
making and emotion regulation skills under stressful circumstances, these components are very domain specific. The affective model is generic in nature as
the way in which people regulate their emotions is domain-independent. The
decision-making model is more task-specific, as in this case it should be a model
of making decisions during de-escalation. It should however be more generic
than for example the scenario development module, such that it could easily
be used for de-escalation training in other professions. The same holds for the
feedback determination module, as there is generic feedback related to emotion
regulation, and more specific feedback related to the task at hand.

1.3

Computational Model of Aggression De-escalation

We are now ready to discuss the research topic of this master thesis, namely
the development of a computational model of aggression de-escalation. With
respect to the STRESS project system (figure 1), this model should fulfil the
role of the decision-making model. Additionally, it should allow the feedback
determination module to derive task-specific feedback. To accomplish this, we
make use of a generic approach employed in modelling courses taught at VU
University. This approach is depicted in the modelling and simulation cycle
(figure 2).

4
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Figure 2: General process model for modelling. Taken from [33].
The cycle starts with a situation in the real world that we want to model,
in our case de-escalation of verbal aggression. Section 2 provides a literature
study on this subject, giving a detailed account of aggression and aggression
de-escalation. Next, in Section 3, we conceptualise the relevant concepts, as
well as the relations between them, which results in a conceptual model. In Sections 4 and 5 this conceptual model is formalised, and the relations between the
concepts are described at a level of detail that allows computational execution
of the model. Theoretically this is the design phase of the model.
In the analysis phase, the computational model is used to perform simulation experiments. The resulting simulation traces can be evaluated, and the
evaluations can be used to improve the model. In figure 2 this stage of improving the model is depicted by the only backward arrow. During development,
this gives rise to an iterative process in which we go back and forth between redesigning and re-evaluating the model. As this process is highly unstructured,
we will limit ourselves to describing only the final model. Section 6 deals with
the relevant simulation traces and final evaluations.
The last arrow points back towards the situation in the real world, which
stands for applying the model in practice. Since the system envisioned in the
STRESS project is still under development, the closest we can get to completing the circle is to use our model in an independent application in order to
show that it could theoretically take the place of the decision-making model

5
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in the STRESS system (figure 1). This application is described in Section 7.
Next, Section 8 comprises a discussion of the project, and finally, in Section 9, we
conclude this thesis with a summary of the most important sections and results.
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The Domain
Dealing With Aggression

For employees who are likely to be subjected to aggression at one point or another, it is common to receive some form of training on how to manage these
kinds of situations. We have already stressed the importance of de-escalation
in managing aggressive behaviour. Protocols have been developed that describe the decision making process for de-escalation. One such protocol is the
’modelprotocol agressiehantering’ (figure 3), used for the training of people employed in the Dutch public services [1]. Its name roughly translates to ’exemplar
protocol for aggression management’, aggression management being conceptually identical to de-escalation of aggression in this case.

Figure 3: Exemplar Protocol for Aggression Management. Translated from [1].
The model starts with an incident of aggression occurring. Such an incident
invokes a certain amount of stress in an employee, i.e. an emotional state, following the naturally occurring fight-or-flight response. This response prepares
the person to either flee or fight, both of which can be considered undesirable
when dealing with aggression. Again, note the distinction we make between aggressive behaviour and actual violence. The latter does justify fleeing or fighting
to some extent but is outside the scope of this project.
What is required from employees is a professional reaction; they should neither let their emotions get the better of them and flee or fight, nor should they
allow less severe feelings of fear and anger to bias their decisions, making it
harder to follow the protocol. Training teaches them to recognize their own
stress response and reduce it by means of for example breathing techniques,
muscle relaxation, adjusting their body posture and controlling their thoughts,
i.e. by regulating their emotional state. In the ensuing state of self-control, employees should be able to evaluate the situation on its relevant properties rather
than on the emotions it evoked. The important properties in this respect are
the nature of the aggression, the aggressor’s level of tension, the possible impact
of further escalation and the different approaches that can be taken towards the
aggressor in the given situation.
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Having made an evaluation, there are three principal decisions employees
can make. First of all, when the situation is not too severe, employees can
choose to simply ignore it and let it slide. Secondly, if de-escalation is considered to be promising, it should be pursued. Lastly, if de-escalation seems
impossible, employees should call for support from colleagues or the police. In
case of letting go or calling for support, the interaction between employee and
aggressor ends. However, when de-escalation is chosen as a strategy, the entire
process repeats itself continuously until things settle down or heat up to an extent that de-escalation is no longer necessary or possible. We can further refine
the model above by making the judgements (evaluation of the situations) and
decisions (which approach to take) more explicit.

2.2
2.2.1

Situational Judgement
Aggression’s Nature

As we have seen, the first thing to take into account when evaluating the situation is the nature of the aggression. When considering the nature of aggression, we essentially ask what causes it. Archer [5] considers four perspectives
from which the nature of aggression has been studied. The first is a functional
perspective, in which aggression is considered to be a beneficial trait to gene
survival, as set out by Dawkins [11]. A second perspective considers how aggression flows forth from our biological composition, with the emphasis on the
role of specific brain structures and the relationships between them. Third, aggression has been studied from a developmental perspective. Such a perspective
considers the interactions between a person and his environment over the course
of a lifetime. The fourth perspective is a motivational one and considers more
direct causes of aggressive behaviour, causes that flow forth from the situation
a person finds himself in.
Since we attempt to construct a model of an agent that can reason about
the nature of the aggressive behaviour with which it is confronted, the first
three perspectives do not seem to be very applicable. Although evolutionary,
biological and developmental factors are definitely important to the aggression’s
nature, they function on a level of which the agent we try to model can hardly
obtain any useful information, making it impossible to conduct any subsequent
reasoning. Therefore, the perspective we take here is the motivational one.
From a motivational point of view there are two important theories.
The frustration-aggression hypothesis [6] tells us that aggression flows forth
from a person’s goals being frustrated while they were assumed to be achieved
in the future. If frustration is the cause of a person’s aggression, this person
is likely to be angry with respect to whatever stopped him from achieving his
goal. By the carry-over effect, the anger and the aggressive behaviour resulting
from it, can persist to new situations as well. In the first case the aggression is

8
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directly related to the situation and the emotional state is said to be integral.
In the second case the aggression is unrelated to the actual situation and the
emotional state is called incidental [4].
The second important theory is the social learning theory which states that
aggressive behaviour is learned through positive reinforcement. The essence of
this theory is that if a person has used aggression to achieve a goal in the past,
and if this behaviour was successful, then by operant conditioning he or she will
be likely to follow the same behavioural pattern in the future.
Under the frustration-aggression hypothesis, aggression is of a reactive nature, meaning that it is a response, or reaction, to a negative event. A negative
event in this manner of speaking is one that frustrates a desire that can operate
on many levels of abstraction. For example, most of us are familiar with the
desire to be treated with respect or to be in control, but causes of aggressive
behaviour can also be found in for example our desire to maintain a comfortable body temperature [21]. In the social learning theory, aggression can be
considered to be of a proactive nature, since the aggression is not a response to
a negative event, but is used instrumentally to achieve a goal. Based on observations in animals, it has been proposed that reactive aggression is hot-blooded,
and that proactive aggression is cold-blooded. An example of this is the difference between a cat’s self-defensive and predatory aggression. In the former a
lot of physiological arousal is visible, whereas this is not the case in the latter.
In humans however, evidence for this distinction remains relatively sparse [12].
In an empirical study by Hubart et al., it was concluded that there is a positive
correlation between reactive aggression, and both skin conductance reactivity
and non-verbal signs of anger. However, this study was conducted on children
from six to eleven years old. Based on this study it is therefore unclear whether
the results can be generalised to other segments of the population.[18]
Although the evidence presented above does not seem conclusive, it does
correspond to the idea that one of the primary means of distinguishing between
reactive and proactive aggression lies in the question whether anger is involved
[26]. Together with the fact that anger gives rise to physiological activation [14]
and corresponding characteristic facial features [13], we have a good reason to
assume that by observing signs of anger it is possible to distinguish between
reactive and proactive aggression, not only in children, but in adults as well.

2.2.2

Level of Tension

A slightly different interpretation of the frustration-aggression hypothesis is proposed by Anderson et al. [3], who interpret anger as suggested by Lazarus [25],
namely as an appraisal of injury to self-esteem. It is important for some external
agent to be blameworthy for this injury. Verbal aggression then, is an attempt
to regain control over the situation, remove the threat, and restore self-esteem.
9
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Aggressive behaviour thus serves the function of relieving the tension caused by
the injury to self-esteem. According to these authors, escalation of aggressive
behaviour into physical violence is caused by a continuous build-up of tension
until a person can no longer control himself.
The second property of the situation that should be assessed is therefore
the aggressor’s level of tension. Anderson [3] provides us with a list (see table 20, appendix A) of behavioural cues and warning signs that can typically
be observed in a cycle of escalating aggression (figure 4). Although these cues
and signs will be subject to interpersonal differences, in general we should be
able to assume that the more apparent they become in a person, the higher the
tension. The interpersonal differences also imply that the cues mentioned in
the table are not ordered in any kind of way, as they could occur in different
compositions and at different intensities. The table merely serves to show that
it is possible to recognise an emotionally tense state by carefully observing a
person’s non-verbal behaviour.
The last two properties important in evaluating a situation, the consequences
of escalation and possible options, seem less important from a modelling perspective. This is because we try to keep the model generic, in that it can
be applied throughout multiple domains such as public transport, policing or
health-care settings. The consequences of escalation are likely to vary a lot between different domains. Police officers are well-equipped and trained to deal
with violence, people in public transport often work alone, nurses might have to
consider a person’s health, etc. The same thing essentially goes for the different
options that are available, so for now we will restrict ourselves to the somewhat
limited number of possible approaches we described earlier. De-escalation itself
however, does offer substantial dynamics which we discuss next.

2.3

De-escalation

According to [1], within de-escalation four phases can be distinguished. Initially,
employees should start by trying to calm the aggressive person down. This can
be achieved by ignoring the conflict-seeking behaviour, making contact with the
aggressor and actively listening to what he has to say. This shows the aggressor
that he is being taken seriously and often has a positive effect. If however, the
aggressor continues his behaviour, it is time for phase two to take effect. In this
phase employees are to show the aggressor that there is a limit to how far he
can pursue his behaviour. Employees can now ask from the aggressor that he
listens to what they have to say and tell him to cease his behaviour. In the next
phase employees should point out the consequences of the aggressive behaviour,
clearly stating what is acceptable and what is not. At this point, either a solution for the problem has to be found or the conversation should end. If none of
the actions taken in the three phases proved effective, employees should guarantee their own safety. They have to judge for themselves whether and when to
10
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abandon the conversation, leave, or call for support. As a clear line, whenever
employees are personally threatened, they should end the conversation. Below
these phases are listed more succinctly.
Phases of de-escalation for public servants in general:
• Phase 1: Calm the aggressor down
• Phase 2: Set limits
• Phase 3: Point out the consequences
• Phase 4: Call for support
In the above, not much emphasis has been put on the escalation of the
aggressive behaviour, which raises the suggestion that the phases follow one
another based on their respective success rather than the severity of the aggressor’s behaviour. In a model used by the Dutch police [32], again, four phases
are distinguished. However, here the approach to take depends on the state of
the aggressor. In phase one it is observed that a person is in danger of losing
control, requiring supportive behaviour from the officer, similar to phase one
above. In phase two, the person is losing control, and now a directive approach
is called for. The directive approach is similar to a merging of phase two and
three mentioned in the previous paragraph. In phase three the person is losing
control to the extent that he becomes violent. Whereas people working in many
layers of the public sector should now call for support, for example from the
police, police officers can actually use physical intervention techniques in this
case. In phase four the person will start to relax, making it possible for officers
to do the same thing. They should now attempt to regain contact with the
aggressor and re-evaluate the situation (see table 1).

Phase of De-escalation
phase 1
phase 2
phase 3
phase 4

Aggressor
in danger of losing control
losing control
becomes violent
relaxes

Police Officer
supportive approach
directive approach
physical intervention techniques
regain contact and re-evaluate

Table 1: Phases of de-escalation for police officers

When we compare these two approaches to the cycle of aggression we briefly
mentioned earlier (figure 4), phases two to five of the cycle of aggression agree
with the four phases distinguished for officers, whereas phase two to four for the
public servants in general seem to be somewhere in between phases two and four
of the cycle of aggression. This makes sense, since people such as tram drivers
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should not be the ones to deal with eruptions of physical aggression (they have
to end the conversation and call for support in advance), let alone deal with the
people after they have calmed down from such an eruption. With respect to the
cycle of aggression we can ascertain two things. First, successful de-escalation
means avoiding the natural transitions into phase four (physical violence) and
phase five (recovery) as depicted in figure 4. This means that with respect to
the figure, de-escalation implies possible transitions from for example phase 3 to
phase 2 and from phase 2 to phase 1. Secondly, the phases that are supported
by protocols vary for different domains.

Figure 4: The relations between the five phases in the cycle of aggression, taken
from [3].
The above shows us what should be done to successfully de-escalate a situation, but it tells us little about how this should be done. A professional reaction
entails that an employee does not get angry himself, or at the very least does
not show this, thereby responding in a seemingly calm, and non-threatening,
manner. However, as table 20 shows us there are many relatively subtle cues of
aggression we can pick up on. Quite naturally, the very same thing goes for the
aggressor himself, who also picks up on the employee’s verbal and non-verbal
cues. Thus, the question is how exactly an employee can prevent this from happening. Anderson [3] gives us two lists of verbal and non-verbal do’s and don’ts
while attempting to de-escalate a situation (see tables 21 and 22 in appendix
A). Although these cues, do’s and don’ts are primarily intended for health-care
environments, they should generalise relatively well to other domains.
The next question is whether reactive and proactive aggression should be
dealt with differently. In [18] it is suggested that interventions aimed at reactive aggression could focus on hostile attribution biases. Such a bias means
that people might be more likely to perceive others as threatening. The supportive approach, the correct response to a person in phase two of the cycle of
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aggression, resembles this most closely. Showing an attempt to understand the
aggressor, remaining calm and asking how we can help are all examples of ways
of showing that we are not actually a threat. Interventions aimed at proactive
aggression might focus on an alteration of the contingencies associated with the
aggression. We can interpret this as making the aggressor aware of the negative consequences of his behaviour, for example by telling what will happen if
he continues to be aggressive towards us. This resembles taking the directive
approach towards a person in phase three of the cycle of aggression. Although
there does not seem to be a lot of direct scientific evidence for this hypothesis,
it makes a lot of sense. We earlier described how emotional arousal is absent
in proactive aggression, which means that being supportive, i.e. attempting to
calm down the aggressor, is useless in this case. On the other hand, starting
out with a directive approach when dealing with a reactive aggressor would be
likely to increase the emotional response since we are essentially letting the aggressor know we do not appreciate his behaviour. Additionally, domain experts
pointed out that the distinction between reactive and proactive aggression is
also important in practice, and that both types of aggression require distinctive approaches. From now on we will therefore assume that when dealing with
proactive aggression, it is best to skip the supportive approach altogether and
directly move to the directive approach.
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The Conceptual Model

This section describes the model on a conceptual level. De-escalation, the process we aim to model in relation to the STRESS project set-up, requires two
agents. There is an agent that represents the trainee who is to de-escalate the
situation, and there is an agent that represents a person who behaves aggressively and with whom the trainee is to interact. We will refer to the former as
the de-escalator, and to the latter as the aggressor. In this section we consecutively describe the top-level behaviour of the model, that of the aggressor, and
that of the de-escalator. Note that throughout this article we may at times refer
to the agents as ’he’ or ’she’, but that this is solely in purpose of diversifying
the text and by no means implies that the agents should necessarily represent
male or female characters.

3.1

Top-level Behaviour

From the highest level of abstraction, the model corresponds to the multi-agent
system depicted in figure 5. From the description of the STRESS system (figure 1) we know that the system monitors the trainee, i.e. the de-escalator, in
two ways. First of all the trainee can select what she wants to say from among
different options, these options representing the various available approaches to
the situation. We will refer to this as verbal behaviour. Secondly, the system
monitors the output of various HCI devices connected to the trainee. The data
thus gathered represents the trainee’s physiological arousal. As we described
in section 2.2, emotional tension expressed by physiological arousal leads to all
sorts of observable cues. We will refer to this as non-verbal behaviour. The
aggressor’s behaviour corresponds to what is possible in the virtual reality environment. Again, we distinguish between verbal and non-verbal behaviour.
The aggressor’s verbal behaviour represents what the aggressor says, and his
non-verbal behaviour the various cues such as having a flushed face or making erratic gestures (represented graphically in the virtual reality environment).
Communication between the two agents occurs as they observe one another’s
verbal and non-verbal behaviour.

Figure 5: High-level view of the system, showing the (simplified) interaction
between the two agents.
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The Aggressor

Reactive aggression can be explained by means of the cycle of aggression
(figure 4). In phase 1 of the cycle, the aggressor is relatively calm, but after
some threatening stimulus is observed the aggressor might move to phase 2.
In this phase, signs of physiological arousal start to increase. If the situation
escalates further, the aggressor will find himself in phase 3, in which both verbal
and non-verbal behaviour should be of increased intensity. If de-escalation is
unsuccessful, the aggressor might become physically violent in phase 4. We will
assume that this can happen either because the de-escalator does not behave
accordingly, or because the process takes too long for the aggressor and he loses
his patience, but more on that later. What is important for now is that in both
cases the emotional tension becomes too much for the reactive aggressor. With
respect to phase 3, we will assume that there are two stages. During the first,
which we will refer to as phase 3a, the aggressor can still be reasoned with,
but at some point this becomes futile and we assume that the situation is now
becoming dangerous as the aggressor’s emotional tension will keep building up
until it becomes too much for him to handle. This is stage 2, which we will refer
to as phase 3b, and in practice it could for example correspond to the point at
which the aggressor starts making personal threats.
The phase of the cycle of aggression in which the reactive aggressor resides
will be represented as his emotional state. This emotional state depends on
whether the de-escalator appears calm, so on the aggressor’s observed non-verbal
behaviour, and on whether or not the de-escalator is taking the right approach
(supportive or directive). To represent the latter, we introduce a cognitive state
called believed benefit that refers to how beneficial the aggressor considers his
aggressive behaviour to be. When the de-escalator uses the correct approach,
i.e. the correct verbal behaviour is observed, this believed benefit decreases, and
it increases when the wrong approach is used. This cognitive state is also influenced by the aggressor’s emotional state, since being very emotional makes it
harder to reason.
We should note that the use of this cognitive state is slightly artificial. When
believed benefit is very high, this means that the aggressor has little reason to
believe that non-aggressive behaviour would better suit the situation. The cognitive state can now be considered to be largely unconscious, as the primary cause
for a reactive aggressor’s behaviour is his emotional state. When the believed
benefit goes down because the de-escalator is effectively applying the protocol,
the aggressor is essentially being brought to reason in the literal sense, making
him realise that his aggressive behaviour is uncalled for. Because our main interest lies with de-escalation and not with modelling aggressive behaviour itself,
additional cognitive processes such as the formation of intentions are left out of
the model to keep it consise.
The reactive aggressor’s performed non-verbal behaviour depends on his emo-
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tional state, as it tends to occur unconsciously and is the observable effect of
physiological arousal. The performed verbal behaviour depends on both the emotional state and the believed benefit as we consider it to be more rational, and
partially depending on what the de-escalator is saying (observations of her verbal behaviour are the main influence on the aggressor’s believed benefit). The
performance of physical violence, which follows a complete loss of control due
to intense physiological arousal, therefore depends on the aggressor’s emotional
state only. The model for the reactive aggressor is displayed in the following
figure.

Figure 6: Graphical representation of the reactive aggressor model.
We now consider proactive aggression. The essential difference between
the reactive and proactive aggressor, is that in the former aggressive behaviour
stems from anger while in the latter this anger is absent. We already mentioned
how reactive aggression is sometimes referred to as hot-blooded because the
associated emotions lead to physiological arousal, whereas proactive aggression
is called cold-blooded because emotions and therefore physiological arousal are
absent. For this reason the model of the proactive aggressor does not require
an emotional state. Instead, its behaviour is completely dependent on his, in
this case purely rational, believed benefit. Compared to the reactive aggressor, the de-escalator’s non-verbal behaviour, and thus the aggressor’s observed
non-verbal behaviour, do influence the aggressor’s believed benefit of further
aggression. This is because the aggressor can assume that his aggressive behaviour is definitely having an effect on the de-escalator if she shows that his
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behaviour is making her emotional.
Although the absense of an emotional state means that the cycle of aggression does not apply to the proactive aggressor, we can nevertheless distinguish
three phases that bare some resemblance to those belonging to the reactive aggressor. During phase 1, the aggressor is again relatively calm, but a stimulus
might trigger an increased belief in the benefit of further aggression. This would
lead the aggressor to become aggressive in pursuit of a certain goal, for example
because the de-escalator was perceived as vulnerable after some emotional display. Similar to phase 3 for the reactive aggressor, we can distinguish two stages
in this phase, giving us phase 2a and phase 2b. In phase 3 then, the aggressor
makes a conscious decision to use physical violence. In terms of this model we
could speak of a ’cycle of believed benefit’.
The absence of an emotional state means that this can no longer be the
source of non-verbal behaviour. Instead, showing emotional display, i.e. making an angry impression, would be a rational decision. Thus, the proactive
aggressor’s non-verbal behaviour is influenced by his believed benefit of further
aggression. We will assume however, that proactive aggressors lack the physiological control necessary to display the same amount of cues (table 20) as a truly
emotional person. With respect to verbal behaviour and becoming physically
violent, believed benefit will be the only influencing state as well. The following
figure shows the model for the proactive aggressor.

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the proactive aggressor model.
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Because in many respects the two aggressor models correspond to one another, and for practical reasons related to implementation, both types of aggressor are modelled as one single aggressor model. We can distinguish an ’emotional
pathway’ that employs the aggressor emotional state, and a ’rational pathway’
that makes use of believed benefit. Setting up the model to use the emotional
pathway, i.e. to become a reactive aggressor, can then be achieved by adjusting
a limited number of parameters. The following figure shows the final aggressor
model, in which the black relations are used for both types of aggressor, the red
relations only for the reactive, and the blue relations only for the proactive one.

Figure 8: The complete aggressor model. The black connections are used by
both types of aggressor, the red ones only by the reactive, and the blue ones
only by the proactive aggressor.

3.3

The De-escalator

The de-escalator model starts with observations of the aggressor’s verbal and
non-verbal behaviour. These observations cause an emotional response in the
de-escalator, which expresses itself as an emotional state. In this respect the
de-escalator differs from the aggressor, as the aggressor’s observed verbal behaviour does not influence the aggressor emotional state directly but indirectly
through his believed benefit. Performed non-verbal behaviour is the result of
this emotional state, similar to what happens in the reactive aggressor. Another
similarity with the aggressor model is that the de-escalator also contains a more
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rational part. While an emotional response takes place, the de-escalator is to
make an evaluation of the situation. In terms of decision-making terminology it
might be more accurate to call this a judgment. This judgement involves turning the observations into beliefs that the de-escalator holds about the nature of
the aggression and the aggressor’s emotional state.
As explained before, we willl assume that the different natures of aggression,
reactive and proactive, can be distinguished on the basis of observed non-verbal
behaviour. This is possible because reactive aggression is accompanied by strong
emotional display expressed by intensified non-verbal behaviour, whereas proactive aggression occurs without much emotional arousal, and thus with limited
non-verbal intensity. The de-escalator should also be able to distinguish the
case in which there is no apparent aggression, for example when a person is
very stressed but otherwise friendly, which is why observations about verbal
behaviour influence the believed nature as well.
With respect to beliefs about the aggressor’s emotional state, it is first of all
important to know the nature of the aggression. When dealing with a reactive
aggressor, the aggressor’s non-verbal behaviour is important, as we assume nonverbal behaviour to be the expression of physiological arousal that accompanies
emotions. Although the emotional state of a proactive aggressor is irrelevant, a
belief about how aggressive this person is can still be obtained by taking into
account the observed verbal behaviour, essentially obtaining a belief about how
far along the ’cycle of believed benefit’ the aggressor is, rather than an actual
emotional state.
In the literature [1] we found that the de-escalator should take the consequences of de-escalation into account. However, since regardless of the consequences the de-escalator should de-escalate the situation in our model, we
will assume consequences to be inherently bad, and therefore irrelevant for the
decisions to be taken. Thus, consequences are omitted. The available possibilities were also mentioned as contributing to an evaluation, but in terms
of BDI-modelling it makes more sense to look at these as beliefs of opportunity. Whether a certain action can be pursued depends on circumstantial,
environment-related, observations (e.g. the availability of support). Since environmental stimuli are left out of the model, we assume beliefs about available
options to be given, meaning they can be set by hand.
When the de-escalator has formed beliefs about the aggression’s nature and
the aggressor’s emotional state, the judgement of the situation, she will form an
intention to approach the situation with a certain type of verbal behaviour, i.e.
the decision. This intention will be performed as verbal behaviour if it matches
with the approaches that are believed to be possible. Depending on the beliefs
that are held about the state of the aggressor, the de-escalator can choose to
approach him in a supportive or a directive manner, to let the situation slide in
case it is not severe enough, or to call for support in case danger is sensed.
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The following figure shows a detailed graphical representation of the deescalator model.

Figure 9: Graphical representation of the de-escalator model.
Appendix B provides more formal definitions of the concepts used in both
the aggressor and de-escalator models.
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Formalised Concepts

This section describes the formalisation of the concepts introduced in the previous section. To turn the conceptual model into a formal, computational one,
we use the LEADSTO language [8]. This language was specially designed to
allow the analysis of dynamics using simulation. It rests on the assumption that
dynamics can be described by an evolution of states over time. These states
are characterised by an ontology that defines a set of mental or physical state
properties (i.e. the concepts defined in the previous section) which can be either
true or false at a certain point in time. In this section we formalise these state
properties by specifying the ontology in a first order logical format as a finite
set of sorts, constants within these sorts, and relations and functions over these
sorts. State properties are formalised as n-ary predicates over the ontology (formalised concepts), and relations are expressed using the ’leads to’ operator 
(formalised relations). Specifically, A  B means that if A holds at time point
τ , then B holds at time point τ + ∆τ .

4.1

The Aggressor

Below follows a description of the sorts and variables that are used for the aggressor concepts, including their respective ranges. Additionally these concepts
are formalised.
• observed verbal behaviour
The approaches to be observed are those that can be performed by the
de-escalator: [letting go, supportive, directive, call for support].
• observed non-verbal behaviour
Non-verbal behaviour is the result of physiological arousal. Examples
are increased psycho-motor activity, a tense posture and a flushed face.
A reasonable assumption seems to be that the higher the physiological
arousal, the more apparent these cues will be, e.g. the more a person
will pace around, or the more a face will be flushed. This means that
simply taking paces around, or flushed face as values does not say a lot
about the aggressor’s state. Furthermore, since these cues might manifest
themselves in a different manner in different aggressors, and since it is
not clear which cues will be used in the virtual training environment, it
is more practical to take a single real number as a value. The range does
not matter, so for mathematical ease we will take it to be [0,1]. A value
of 0 indicates no apparent arousal, whereas 1 indicates a lot.
• emotional state
The aggressor emotional state can range from high to low as it is a measure
of physiological arousal, so we will once again adopt a real number with
values in the range [0,1].
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• believed benefit
Believed benefit can be high, low or somewhere in between. Therefore we
once again take it to have a real numeric value in range [0,1]. A higher
believed benefit of aggression will cause a relatively more intense response,
i.e. more aggressive verbal and non-verbal behaviour.
• performed verbal behaviour
Content-wise there is a too large possible diversity to make this very concrete in a discrete manner. We thus opt for a numerical representation,
again in range [0,1].
• performed non-verbal behavioural
As a direct representation of the numeric emotional state or believed benefit, a numerical representation is suitable, again in range [0,1].
• performed physical aggression
Either occurs or does not occur, so we use a binary representation.
The following tables present a formalisation of the above. In what follows,
in order not to confuse variables and parameters used for the aggressor with the
de-escalator, an ’A’ is added to the beginning of the variable names that would
later turn out to be ambiguous.

Concept
observed verbal behaviour
observed non-verbal behaviour
believed benefit
internal emotional state
performed verbal behaviour
performed non-verbal behaviour
performed physical violence

Formalisation
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, P:POSSIBILITIES))
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, ANVB:REAL))
belief(aggressor, has value(benefit, B:REAL))
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES:REAL))
performs(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, APVB:REAL))
performs(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, APNVB:REAL))
performs(aggressor, action(physical violence))

Table 2: Formalised concepts of the aggressor model.

Variable
ANVB
P
B
AES
APVB
APNVB

Description of use
The intensity of observed non-verbal behaviour
Possible approaches
The aggressor’s believed benefit of further aggression
The aggressor’s emotional state
The aggressor’s performed verbal behaviour
The aggressor’s performed non-verbal behaviour

Elements & Sorts
REAL
letting go, supportive, directive, call for support
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

Table 3: Formalised variables used in the aggressor model.
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• oberved non-verbal behaviour
Similar to the aggressor’s performed non-verbal behaviour, so numerical
in range [0,1].
• observed verbal behaviour Similar to the aggressor’s performed verbal
behaviour, so numerical in range [0,1].
• belief about nature
The most sensible way to represent the nature of aggression seems to
be qualitatively, since the de-escalator should be able to make a clear
distinction between reactive and proactive aggression. The de-escalator
should also be able to distinguish occasions on which a person is very
tense, but not aggressive. This means an additional value of no aggression
is required. Thus, the three possible values are: [non aggressive, reactive,
proactive].
• belief about aggressor emotional state
The aggressor emotional state can range from high to low as it is a measure
of his observed physiological arousal, so we will once again adopt a real
number with values in the range [0,1].
• emotional state
Conceptually similar to the aggressor’s emotional state, so a real number
with value range [0,1].
• belief about possibilities
The de-escalator can take several approaches with respect to his verbal
behaviour. First of all there are the three global approaches of letting go,
de-escalation and calling for support. De-escalation can be further refined
in terms of the supportive and directive approach. Thus, the options
available can be zero or more of the following: [letting go, supportive,
directive, call for support]. We will assume letting go to be equivalent to
doing nothing, the appropriate action, at least in terms of de-escalation,
when there are no signs of aggression.
• intention of verbal behaviour
These values should match the possible approaches mentioned earlier: [letting go, supportive, directive, call for support].
• performed verbal behaviour
The possible values for a verbal response should once again match the possible approaches, so: [letting go, supportive, directive, call for support].
• performed non-verbal behaviour
Values should represent a measure of intensity of the emotional response,
so a real number in value range [0,1] is appropriate.
The following tables present a formalisation of the above.
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observed verbal behaviour
observed non-verbal behaviour
believed nature
believed aggressor emotional state
believed possibilities
internal emotional state
intended verbal behaviour
performed verbal behaviour
performed non-verbal behaviour
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Formalisation
observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, VB:REAL))
observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, NVB:REAL)))
belief(de escalator, has nature(aggressor, N:NATURE))
belief(de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES:REAL))
belief(de escalator, has possibility(P:POSSIBILITY))
internal state(de escalator, has value(emotional state, ES:REAL))
intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(P:POSSIBILITY))
performs(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, P:POSSIBILITY))
performs(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, PNVB:REAL))

Table 4: Formalised concepts of the de-escalator model.

Variable
VB
NVB
N
BAES
ES
PNVB

Description of use
Intensity of observed verbal behaviour
Itensity of observed non-verbal behaviour
Nature of aggression
Believed aggressor emotional state
Emotional state
Performed non-verbal behaviour

Elements & Sorts
REAL
REAL
non aggressive, reactive, proactive
REAL
REAL
REAL

Table 5: Formalised variables used in the de-escalator model.
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Formalised Relations

In this section we formally describe the relationships among the various concepts. The formalisation also includes a description of the model’s parameters
and a more detailed account of the reasoning behind the rules where necessary.
To keep things comprehensible we omit a semi-formal description, since it is
somewhat redundant, and limit ourselves to an explanation of the relationships
and their formal equivalents. Along the way, a number of new parameters will
be introduced. Certain rules receive a more elaborate explanation on their specific mechanics by means of an introduction or tabular overview of the different
possibilities.
Since in some respects the two types of aggressors differ significantly, we will
treat the rules that make for characteristically different behaviour separately,
as a distinct explanation is required, and because the rules for the proactive
aggressor build upon those of the reactive aggressor (or vice-versa depending on
the narrative order). Formally the two are distinguished by something which
most resembles a parameter: has nature(aggressor, N), in which N is in range
[reactive, proactive]. Because it is only used as a parameter, we will not describe it any further. The rule that ensures propagation of the aggressors nature
througout the simulation is as follows:
1. Propagation of the nature parameters
The sole purpose of this rule is to ensure that the initialised aggressive nature remains
constant throughout the simulations.
has nature(aggressor, N )
 has nature(aggressor, N )

5.1

Numerical Dynamic Relations

As stated in the introduction to the previous section, dynamic relations are
denoted with the logical operator A  B, indicating that if at time point τ ,
A holds, then at time point τ + ∆τ , B will hold. Things are a little more
complicated when the state properties involved contain numerical variables, for
example internal state(de escalator, has value(emotional state, ES : REAL).
For the computation of these numerical values we will use a generic approach
advocated in VU University modelling courses [31] and applied in for example [9]
The respective influence of one state property with a numerical representation on another state property with a numerical representation will be represented by what is called a connection strength. For example, if state A influences
state B, the connection strength ωAB indicates how much the activation of state
A will influence the activation of state B. Note that in what follows, we equate
states with their activation values for simplicity. In actuality, it would be more
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accurate to say that state A has an activation value of, say, qA . This is depicted
graphically below.

Figure 10: State property B is influenced only by state property A
These connection strengths will be formalised in a generic manner, for example, the connection strength describing the influence of the observation of
verbal behaviour on the belief about the aggressor emotional state, will be formalised as ωvb baes . The amount by which state B in the above example will
be updated depends on the difference between the influence of state A, A ∗ ωAB ,
and the current value for state B, so A ∗ ωAB − B. If this difference is positive,
the updating will increase the new value for B, if the difference is negative, the
new value for B will be decreased. The larger the difference, the larger the value
by which B will be updated.
To give the updating of state B in the figure above a gradual nature, an
update speed parameter η is introduced. This parameter essentially determines
what percentage of the new value for state B will consist of the influencing
state A , and consequently also what percentage will consist of its old value.
We will formalise update speed parameters in a similar manner to the connection
strengths, for example, the update speed parameter value for the computation
of a new belief about aggressor emotional state becomes ηbaes . For clarity, the
complete formula calculating a new value of state B in the above example would
be
B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηB (A(τ ) ∗ ωAB − B(τ ))
It is also possible to have multiple state properties influence one state in a
similar way. A principal example with two states A1 and A2 influencing state
B is depicted below.
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Figure 11: State property B is influenced by two state properties
In order to use the same formula, we combine the separate influences of
A1 ∗ ωA1B and A2 ∗ ωA2B into an aggregated impact value. This can be done
by summing both influences, be it that the sum of the connection strengths
is required to be ≤ 1, as otherwise the aggregated impact value could be out
of range [0,1]. When we use multiple connection strengths, we will refer to
them as weight factors, as the connection strengths now represent the respective
fractional influence of multiple states. In this case, the formula for computing
a new value for state B would be
B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηB ([AggregatedImpact] − B(τ ))
which would be equivalent to
B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηB (A1(τ ) ∗ ωA1B + A2(τ ) ∗ ωA2B − B(τ ))
The last thing we should mention here is that throughout the formalisation,
new update speed- and connection strength parameters are introduced without
any further explanation. The reason is that their formalisation, as well as their
practical application, is generic in the way we just described.

5.2

Top Level Behaviour

The following describes the interaction between the two agents and is straightforward. The concepts have already been identified, and defining the relations
between them merely implies turning one agent’s actions into the other agent’s
observations. Further descriptions are therefore omitted, and we skip right to
the formalised rules.
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1a. From aggressor actions to de-escalator observations about verbal behaviour
perf orms(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, AP V B))
 observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, AP V B))
1b. From aggressor actions to de-escalator observations about non-verbal
behaviour
perf orms(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AP N V B))
 observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, AP N V B))
2a. From de-escalator actions to aggressor observations about verbal behaviour
perf orms(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, P V B))
 observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, P V B))
2a. From de-escalator actions to aggressor observations about verbal behaviour
perf orms(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, P N V B))
 observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, P N V B))

5.3

The Reactive Aggressor

Below we describe the rules of the reactive aggressor.

5.3.1

Believed Benefit

A reactive aggressor should respond according to a certain pattern. This pattern involves specific reactions to certain approaches while the aggressor is in
a certain phase of the cycle of aggression. Whenever the de-escalator lets the
situation slide or calls for support, usually this should not have any significant
effect on the aggressor, as it essentially ends the interaction. When faced with
a supportive approach, the reactive aggressor’s emotional state should become
worse (he gets angrier) in case he resides in phase 3, and improve (he calms
down) while in phase 2.
On the other hand, when confronted with a directive approach, an almost
entirely opposite pattern should be visible. Although the directive approach
might still have a positive effect in phase 3b, this is nevertheless the point at
which the de-escalator should call for support to guarantee his safety. We will
therefore take phase 3b to be the point where de-escalation, even in the form of
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a directive approach, will no longer work. This means we model it as a point of
no return, a worst case scenario in which all approaches are deemed ineffective.
Furthermore, while in phase 1, there is no reason for the aggressor to become
more aggressive when faced with a supportive approach since it is essentially
helpful and friendly. A directive approach however, could increase aggression
since out of nowhere, at least from the point of view of the aggressor, the deescalator starts pointing out limits and consequences as if the aggressor was
acting aggressively. In phase 4 the aggressor has erupted into physical violence,
the worst-case scenario, and none of the approaches will have any effect.
We will consider calling for support in phase 1 to 3a as ending the conversation, and hence the interaction. After this the level of aggression will remain
constant. Note that calling for support in time, so in phase 3b, will according to
this set-up still result in increased aggression. Even though the interaction ends,
the point of no return has already been passed, and therefore the aggressor will
still become physically violent even though the de-escalator is no longer making
any (possibly faulty) attempts to prevent further escalation. The following table
summarises the different possibilities by which the reactive aggressor can come
to a belief about the benefit of further aggression.
observed approach
letting go
supportive
supportive
supportive
directive
directive
any approach
call for support

phase in cycle of aggression
phase 1 up to 3a
phase 1
phase 2
phase 3a
phase 1 up to 2
phase 3a
phase 3b up to 4
phase 1 up to 3a

believed benefit
remains constant
remains constant
decreases
increases
increases
decreases
increases
remains constant

rule
1a
1b
1c
1d
1e
1f
1g
1h

Table 6: The dynamics of the believed benefit of further aggression

These increases and decreases can be guaranteed by a slight modification of
the previously used manner of computing dynamic numerical variables. Instead
of utilising connection strengths or aggregated means, we now add or subtract
a percentage of the previous believed benefit value to gain the new one. In
case of an increase, this means we add to the current value 1 minus the current
value, in order to keep the value in range [0,1], multiplied by an update speed
parameter:
B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (1 − B(τ ))
Conversely, in case of a decrease, this means we add a negative value by changing
1-B into 0-B to get a corresponding negative value:
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B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (0 − B(τ ))
This can then be rewritten as:
B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) − ηb ∗ B(τ )
1a. Reactive aggression: from observed letting go approach to a constant
believed benefit
When the de-escalator lets the situation slide and no longer interacts with the aggressor, as long as the aggressor has not passed the point of no return in the cycle
of aggression, his believed benefit of further aggression will no longer change as the
de-escalator stops interacting. To distinguish between phase 3a and 3b, we introduce
the parameter θreactive aggressor phase 3b .
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, letting go)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))
1b. Reactive aggression: from observed supportive approach to a constant
believed benefit
While in phase 1 of the cycle of aggression and calm, a supportive approach has no
effect on the aggressor’s believed benefit because the approach is inherently friendly.
To distinguish between phase 1 and 2 we introduce a θreactive aggressor phase 2 parameter.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 2
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))
1c. Reactive aggression: from observed supportive approach to a decreased
belief about benefit
When confronted with a supportive approach, if the aggressor is in phase two of the
cycle of aggression, his perceived benefit of aggression will decrease as the approach
is effective. To distinguish between phase 2 and 3a, we introduce a parameter called
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phase 3a .

has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES ≥ θreactive aggressor phase 2 &
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3a
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B − ηb ∗ B))
1d. Reactive aggression: from observed supportive approach to a constant
believed benefit
When confronted with a supportive approach, if the aggressor is in phase 3a of the
cycle of aggression, his perceived benefit of aggression will increase as the approach is
now ineffective.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES ≥ θreactive aggressor phase 3a
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (1 − B)))
1e. Reactive aggression: from observed directive approach to a constant
believed benefit
When confronted with a directive approach, if the aggressor is in phase 1 or 2 of the
cycle of aggression, his perceived benefit of aggression will increase as the approach is
inherently unfriendly and in this case uncalled for.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, directive)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3a
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (1 − B)))
1f. Reactive aggression: from observed directive approach to a decreased
believed benefit
When confronted with a directive approach, if the aggressor is in phase 3a of the cycle of aggression, his perceived benefit of aggression will decrease as the approach is
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effective.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, directive)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES ≥ θreactive aggressor phase 3a &
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B − ηb ∗ B))
1g. Reactive aggression: from any observed approach to an increased believed benefit
If the aggressor is in phase 3b or 4 of the cycle of aggression, his perceived benefit of
aggression will increase as every approach is now ineffective.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES ≥ θreactive aggressor phase 3b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (1 − B)))
1h. Reactive aggression: from observed call for support to a constant believed benefit
If the aggressor is in a phase below phase 3b in the cycle of aggression, his perceived
benefit of aggression will remain constant if support is called for, because this stops the
interaction. This could result in a case where support is called for without sufficient
reason.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, call f or support)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))

5.3.2

Emotional State

In rule 2 we describe the dynamics of the reactive aggressor’s emotional state.
This state will change under the influence of either a supportive or a directive
approach, and will remain constant after letting go or calling for support, since
in these cases the interaction ends. The following table gives a summary.
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aggressor emotional state
dynamic adjustment
dynamic adjustment
constant
constant

Table 7: The dynamics of the reactive aggressor’s emotional state
Before we continue, we introduce a concept of time here as it requires a separate rule. Its importance is related to the concept of patience mentioned earlier
in the description of the aggressor model. Since we can assume the concept of
time to be largely subconscious as people do not usually keep an explicit track
of time while being submerged into conflict, we choose an internal parametric
representation over adding an additional concept to the model. The parameter will be called θaggressor patience , representing the amount of elapsed ’conflict
time’ after which the aggressor starts losing patience. To keep track of time, we
introduce the following global rule that does not directly relate to either agent
and simply counts the time-steps.
0. Keeping track of elapsed time
Whenever the model goes through a time-step, add 1 to the current elapsed time τ .
elapsed time(τ )  elapsed time(τ + 1)

We expand on this a little bit by using the concept of patience, which is
related to how long the verbal fighting has been going on. The idea here, is that
the longer this has been, the closer the aggressor gets to losing his patience.
It implies that after a certain amount of time has elapsed in which the situation still has not been de-escalated, namely the θaggressor patience parameter
value, the aggressor loses his patience. The concept serves to deal with situations in which the de-escalator does not necessarily perform extremely poor,
but in which he nevertheless fails to completely de-escalate the situation. After
a certain period of time, once patience runs out, the aggressor simply cannot
control himself any longer because the interaction takes too long without any
significant progress. The result is that his emotional state increases regardless of
what the de-escalator does. This should then lead to a situation in which physical violence is the outcome. Since the aggressor’s patience is a parameter value,
it is also possible to give it a very high value in order to negate the effect entirely.
Using the concept of patience we can now further refine the emotional state
rules of the reactive aggressor. The following table, an extension of the previous
one, shows the specifics.
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aggressor emotional state
regular dynamic adjustment
regular dynamic adjustment + additional increase
regular dynamic adjustment
regular dynamic adjustment + additional increase
constant
constant

Table 8: The dynamics of the reactive aggressor’s emotional state after including
patience
This table suggests that contrary to the conceptual model (figure 6), the
aggressor’s observed verbal behaviour does have an influence on his emotional
state. However, it is only used to determine whether the two agents are still interacting with one-another, and therefore purely practical. We chose to exclude
it from the conceptual model to avoid confusion.
2a. Reactive aggression: from observed supportive approach, non-verbal
behaviour and belief about benefit to the aggressor’s emotional state, before a loss of patience
Nothing special happens in this computation before patience is lost. The aggressor
emotional state value will be derived in the previously explained manner of computing
dynamic variables, using the observed non-verbal behaviour and current believed benefit of further aggression as input. The aggressor’s patience is set by the parameter
θaggressor patience .
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ ≤ θaggressor patience
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES + ηaes ∗
(AN V B ∗ ωanvb aes + B ∗ ωb aes − AES)))

We now explain what happens when patience is lost. In this case we want
an additional increase of the AES value, regardless of whether the regular adjustment is positive or negative. So if we take the formula used in rule 2a in
its entirety to be the new AES, then for the following rules we want the value
to be new AES + additional increase due to losing patience. Furthermore, the
formula used should once again ensure that the value will always lie in range
[0,1]. The latter can be achieved by taking for the additional adjustment a
value capped at a maximum of 1 - new AES. Since we do not want the loss of
patience to have an immediate effect, we multiply this additional adjustment
with another parameter, say η, which has to be in range [0,1]. This η should
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become higher when the time elapsed after the aggressor has lost his patience,
τ − θaggressor patience , becomes higher, because η should eventually approach 1.
This is necessary as otherwise we run the risk of the regularly calculated new
AES counterbalancing the additional adjustment, leading to an equilibrium if
the downward pressure is high enough. To ensure this, we can use for η the
formula ((τ − θaggressor patience )/X), in which X is a parameter representing
the speed with which a loss of patience leads to physical violence. A natural
name for this parameter is θself control , a higher values indicating that it takes
longer for the loss of patience to have its full effect, presumably because the
aggressor has a lot of control over his emotional state. The complete formula,
already assuming ∆τ = 1, thus becomes:
AES(τ + 1) = AES(τ ) + ηaes ∗ (AN V B(τ ) ∗ ωanvb aes + B(τ ) ∗ ωb aes − AES(τ ))+
((τ − θaggressor

patience )/θself control )

∗ (1 − (AES(τ )+

ηaes ∗ (AN V B(τ ) ∗ ωanvb aes + B(τ ) ∗ ωb aes − AES(τ ))))
We can now use this formula to construct rule 2b.
2b. Reactive aggression: from observed supportive approach, non-verbal
behaviour and belief about benefit to the aggressor’s emotional state, after
patience has been lost
In case the aggressor has lost his patience, the new emotional state will be determined
based on the already familiar dynamic formula with the addition of a value that becomes bigger the more time has elapsed since the loss of patience.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ > θaggressor patience
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES + ηaes ∗
(AN V B ∗ ωanvb aes + B ∗ ωb aes − AES) + ((τ − θaggressor patience )/θself control ) ∗ (1 −
(AES + ηaes ∗ (AN V B ∗ ωanvb aes + B ∗ ωb aes − AES)))))
2c. Reactive aggression: from observed directive approach, non-verbal behaviour and belief about benefit to the aggressor’s emotional state, before
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a loss of patience
Similar to 2a.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, directive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ ≤ θaggressor patience
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES + ηaes ∗
(AN V B ∗ ωanvb aes + B ∗ ωb aes − AES)))
2d. Reactive aggression: from observed directive approach, non-verbal behaviour and belief about benefit to the aggressor’s emotional state, after
patience has been lost
Similar to 2b.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, directive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ > θaggressor patience
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES + ηaes ∗
(AN V B ∗ ωanvb aes + B ∗ ωb aes − AES) + ((τ − θaggressor patience )/θself control ) ∗ (1 −
(AES + ηaes ∗ (AN V B ∗ ωanvb aes + B ∗ ωb aes − AES)))))
2e. Reactive aggression: from observed letting go approach and belief
about benefit to the aggressor’s emotional state
When the de-escalator lets the situation slide, the interaction stops and the aggressor’s
emotional state will remain constant.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, letting go)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES))
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES))
2f. Reactive aggression: from observed call for support approach, nonverbal behaviour and belief about benefit to the aggressor’s emotional state
When the de-escalator calls for support, the interaction stops and the aggressor’s emo-
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tional state will remain constant.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, call f or support)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES))
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES))

5.3.3

Performed Behaviour

The following rules require little explanation and simply follow the regular way
of dynamically adjusting numerical variables.
3a. Reactive aggression: from belief about benefit and aggressor emotional
state to performing verbal behaviour
Once again we use the regular dynamic adjustment.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
perf orms(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, AP V B))
 perf orms(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, AP V B+ηapvb ∗(B∗ωb apvb +
AES ∗ ωaes apvb − AP V B)))
3b. Reactive aggression: from aggressor emotional state to performing
non-verbal behaviour
Similar to the previous rule, be it that since believed benefit has no influence on the
aggressor’s performed non-verbal behaviour, the B ∗ ωb apvb part in the calculation of
the aggregated mean is discarded.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
perf orms(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AP N V B))
 perf orms(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AP N V B+ηapnvb ∗(AES∗
ωaes apnvb − AP N V B)))
3c. Reactive aggression: from aggressor emotional state to performing
physical violence
The main purpose of this rule is to give us a tangible result when the situation escalates,
i.e. when the aggressor’s internal state dictates that he turns violent. Actual violence
should occur once the aggressor resides in phase 4 of the cycle of aggression. Note that
physical violence is an end-state, which does not influence any further state properties. To distinguish between phase 3b and 4 we introduce a θreactive aggressor phase 4
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parameter.
has nature(aggressor, reactive) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES)) &
AES ∗ ωaes ppv ≥ θreactive aggressor phase 4
 perf orms(aggressor, action(physical violence))

5.4

The Proactive Aggressor

We now give the rules specific to the proactive aggressor.

5.4.1

Believed Benefit

An important difference between the reactive and the proactive aggressor lies
in the believed benefit rules. These rules used a combination of observed verbal behaviour and aggressor emotional state values in the reactive aggressor.
The latter determined the phase in the cycle of aggression in order to decide
whether the believed benefit should increase or decrease. In the proactive aggressor the direction of change should be decided by a combination of observed
verbal and non-verbal behaviour, and the emotional state is no longer available.
Observed verbal behaviour should, depending on whether the approach is right
or wrong, decrease or increase the believed benefit, and the effect of observed
non-verbal behaviour should correlate with its value, i.e. the more emotional
the de-escalator becomes, the higher the perceived benefit.
Since we no longer use the aggressor emotional state, determining whether
or not the approach is the right one should no longer depend on the phases of
the cycle of aggression either. Instead, we use the value of believed benefit for
this, and the ’cycle of believed benefit’ we introduced earlier. If the believed
benefit is very low, we can consider the aggressor to be non-aggressive. On the
other hand, if it becomes very high, we can consider this to be the point where
the aggressor considers physical violence to be beneficial. In between these two
points, the supportive approach (the wrong one) will always have a positive
effect on believed benefit, and the directive approach (the right one) will do the
reverse.
The following table summarises the different possibilities with respect to the
de-escalator’s approach. There are two significant differences with the similar
table from the reactive aggressor (see table 6) besides the effect an approach
has. First of all, the list is shorter as there is one less phase to be considered.
Secondly, if a reactive aggressor were to be confronted with directive behaviour
during phase 1, this would increase his perceived benefit, presumably as he
would become emotional due to the not very friendly directive approach. Since
these emotions are absent in the proactive aggressor, we take a directive ap-
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proach in phase 1 to have no effect at all.

observed approach
any approach
letting go
call for support
supportive
directive
any approach
any approach

phase in cycle of believed benefit
phase 1
phase 2a
phase 2a
phase 2a
phase 2a
phase 2b
phase 3

believed benefit
constant
constant
constant
increase
decrease
increase
constant

Table 9: The dynamics of the proactive aggressor’s believed benefit of further
aggression.

For the reactive aggressor, we used the following two equations for updating
believed benefit, be it that the rule for a decrease was rewritten as B(τ + ∆τ ) =
B(τ ) − ηb ∗ B(τ ):
wrong approach: B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (1 − B(τ ))
right approach: B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (0 − B(τ ))
Since the proactive aggressor takes the de-escalator’s non-verbal behaviour into
account when determining believed benefit, we add a fraction of the observed
non-verbal behaviour to the effect of the approach. Because believed benefit
is now not the only influencing state, due to the introduction of NVB in the
formula, we also introduce a ωb b connection strength to allow for a combination
of the two. This is necessary as in the previous formula B is always multiplied
by 1 (hence the absence of ωb b ), whereas now the additional weight factor ωnvb b
would give a combined weight factor higher than 1.
right approach: B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (ωb b ∗ 1 + ωnvb b ∗ N V B(τ ) − B)
= B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (ωb b + ωnvb b ∗ N V B(τ ) − B)
wrong approach: B(τ + ∆τ ) = B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (ωb b ∗ 0 + ωnvb b ∗ N V B(τ ) − B)
= B(τ ) + ηb ∗ (ωnvb b ∗ N V B(τ ) − B)
In the formulas above, even though the approach may be right, the believed
benefit might still increase or remain constant due to the de-escalator’s nonverbal behaviour. Naturally, the reverse may hold as well.
Now we are ready to introduce the concept of patience into these rules.
Since there is no aggressor emotional state involved, patience cannot be applied
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to those rules. However, it seems logical that a proactive aggressor is able to
lose his patience as well. In this case however, the loss of patience is more like a
rational decision based on the fact that the proactive aggression is not getting
the aggressor what he wants. Since the de-escalator failed to successfully reduce
the prospects of further aggression, physical violence could be considered a viable rational option from the proactive aggressor’s point of view.
The following table, which extends the previous one, gives a complete overview
of the different possibilities and their corresponding rules after we include patience.

observed approach
any approach
letting go
call for support
supportive
supportive
directive
directive
any approach
any approach
any approach

phase in cycle of believed benefit
phase 1
phase 2a
phase 2a
phase 2a, τ ≤ θaggressor patience
phase 2a, τ > θaggressor patience
phase 2a, τ ≤ θaggressor patience
phase 2a, τ > θaggressor patience
phase 2b, τ ≤ θaggressor patience
phase 2b, τ > θaggressor patience
phase 3

believed benefit
constant
constant
constant
increase
increase + additional increase
decrease
decrease + additional increase
increase
increase + additional increase
constant

Table 10: The dynamics of the proactive aggressor’s believed benefit of further
aggression, after including patience.

1i. Proactive aggression: to a constant believed benefit
Whenever the proactive aggressor is in phase 1, his believed benefit remains constant
regardless of the approach taken. To distinguish between phase 1 and 2a, we introduce
a θproactive aggressor phase 2a parameter.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2a
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))
1j. Proactive aggression: from observed letting go approach in phase 2a to
a constant believed benefit
When the proactive aggressor is in phase 2a, and thus aggressive, letting the situation slide and ending the interaction will make for a constant belief in benefit. To
distinguish between phase 2a and phase 2b, we introduce a θproactive aggressor phase 2b
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parameter.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, letting go)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2a &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))
1k. Proactive aggression: from observed call for support approach in phase
2a to a constant believed benefit
Similar to the previous rule, but now for the case in which the de-escalator calls for
support.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, call f or support)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2a &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))
1l. Proactive aggression: from observed non-verbal behaviour and supportive approach in phase 2a to an increased believed benefit, before a loss
of patience
Since the supportive approach is wrong towards proactive aggression, the believed
benefit of further aggression will increase.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2a &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ ≤ θaggressor patience
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (ωb b ∗ 1 + ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B)))

1m. Proactive aggression: from observed non-verbal behaviour and supportive approach in phase 2a to an increased believed benefit, after losing
patience
Similar to the previous rule, be it that now the proactive aggressor has lost his patience. Therefore, the formula for calculating the new believed benefit includes an
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additional increase.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, supportive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2a &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ > θaggressor patience
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (ωb b + ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B) +
((τ − θaggressor patience )/θself control ) ∗ (1 − (B + ηb ∗ (ωb b + ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B)))))
1n. Proactive aggression: from observed non-verbal behaviour and directive approach in phase 2a to a decreased believed benefit, before a loss of
patience
Since the directive approach is correct towards proactive aggression, in this case believed benefit decreases.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, directive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2a &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ ≤ θaggressor patience
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B)))
1o. Proactive aggression: from observed non-verbal behaviour and directive approach in phase 2a to a decreased believed benefit, after losing
patience
Similar to the previous rule, but now with an additional believed benefit increase due
to the loss of patience.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, directive)) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2a &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ > θaggressor patience
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B) + ηai ∗ ((τ −
θaggressor patience )/θself control ) ∗ (1 − (B + ηb ∗ (ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B)))))
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1p. Proactive aggression: from observed non-verbal behaviour and being
in phase 2b to an increased believed benefit, before a loss of patience
Once the aggressor’s believed benefit has passed the point of no return, it will keep
increasing.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2b &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 3 &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ ≤ θaggressor patience
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (ωb b + ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B)))
1q. Proactive aggression: from observed non-verbal behaviour and being
in phase 2b to an increased believed benefit, after a loss of patience
Similar to the previous rule, be it with an additional increase due to the loss of patience.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
observed(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AN V B)) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 2b &
B < θproactive aggressor phase 3 &
elapsed time(τ ) &
τ > θaggressor patience
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B + ηb ∗ (ωb b + ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B) +
((τ − θaggressor patience )/θself control ) ∗ (1 − (B + ηb ∗ (ωb b ∗ ωanvb b ∗ AN V B − B)))))
1r. Proactive aggression: to a constant believed benefit in phase 3
Once the proactive aggressor turns violent his believed benefit remains constant.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 3
 belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B))

5.4.2

Emotional State

This rule is included to allow visual display, but omitting it would not make any
practical difference. After all, the proactive aggressor does not actually have an
emotional state.
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2g. Proactive aggression: to a constant aggressor emotional state
The emotional state is always kept to zero as emotions do not play a role here.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES))
 internal state(aggressor, has value(aggressor emotional state, AES))

5.4.3

Performed Behaviour

Although the relations between the performed behaviour and internal states are
slightly different, nothing new happens in the following rules.
3d. Proactive aggression: from belief about benefit to performing verbal
behaviour
Similar to 3a, but this time the performed verbal behaviour depends solely on the
aggressor’s believed benefit.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
perf orms(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, AP V B))
 perf orms(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, AP V B+ηapvb ∗(B∗ωb apvb −
AP V B)))
3e. Proactive aggression: from belief about benefit to performing nonverbal behaviour
Similar to rule 3b, be it with the difference that this time non-verbal behaviour does
not depend on the aggressor emotional state but on the aggressor’s believed benefit.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
perf orms(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AP N V B))
 perf orms(aggressor, has value(non verbal behaviour, AP N V B + ηapnvb ∗ (B ∗
ωb apnvb − AP N V B)))
3f. Proactive aggression: from aggressor emotional state to performing
physical violence
This rule is similar to rule 3c, be it that the decision to perform physical violence is
now rational and based on the aggressor’s believed benefit, rather than the aggressor’s
emotional state. We introduce a θproactive aggressor phase 3 parameter as the point at
which the proactive aggressor turns violent.
has nature(aggressor, proactive) &
belief (aggressor, has value(benef it, B)) &
B ∗ ωb ppv ≥ θproactive aggressor phase 3
 perf orms(aggressor, action(physical violence))
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The De-escalator

In this section we describe the rules for the de-escalator model.
5.5.1

Believed Nature

Before we describe the rules leading to beliefs about the nature of the aggressive
behaviour, we provide a logically exhaustive and less technical overview of the
different possibilities in the following table.
observed verbal behaviour
non-aggressive
aggressive
aggressive

observed non-verbal behaviour
any intensity
low intensity
high intensity

nature of aggression
non-aggressive
proactive
reactive

Table 11: How the de-escalator can determine the nature of the aggressive
behaviour

1a. From observations to a belief about a non-aggressive nature
The aggressor can be considered not to have an aggressive nature in case no signs indicating aggression are apparent, i.e. when there is no sufficient intensity of observed
verbal-behaviour indicating aggression. The point at which the intensity of observations should lead to the conclusion that the aggressor, although not an aggressor in
the literal sense in this case, has a non-aggressive nature will be represented by a
parameter called θaggressive nature .
observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, V B)) &
V B < θaggressive nature
 belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, non aggressive))
1b. From observations to a belief about a reactive aggressive nature
A reactive aggressive nature implies that there are signs of aggressive behaviour, i.e.
that the observed verbal behaviour indicates aggression. Furthermore, since we assume that reactive aggression implies a certain intensity of non-verbal behaviour, we
introduce a θreactive nature parameter.
observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, V B)) &
observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, N V B)) &
V B ≥ θaggressive nature &
N V B ≥ θreactive nature
 belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, reactive))
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1c. From observations to a belief about a proactive aggressive nature
A proactive aggressive nature can be observed when an aggressor is deemed aggressive
based on the observed verbal behaviour, but does not show sufficient signs of anger
in terms of non-verbal behaviour. Thus, the rule is similar to the previous, except for
the reversal of the larger than operator in the last antecedent.
observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, V B)) &
observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, N V B)) &
V B ≥ θaggressive nature &
N V B < θreactive nature
 belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, proactive))

5.5.2

Believed Aggressor Emotional State

All the technical aspects related to this rule have already been introduced. Having a belief about the aggressor’s emotional state represents how far along the
aggressor is in the cycle of aggression according to the de-escalator, essentially
telling the de-escalator how aggressive the other person is. For a reactive aggressor, this means that observing his non-verbal behaviour is trivial since it
is a direct representation of the physiological arousal that flows forth from the
aggressor’s emotional state. Things are a little different for the proactive aggressor, as this agent essentially lacks an emotional state.
What is really important to the de-escalator now, is knowing how far along
the ’cycle of believed benefit’ the aggressor is. In this case, the aggressor’s
non-verbal behaviour tells the de-escalator little, since it will always be of a
relatively low intensity. What the de-escalator really needs to pay attention to
when determing how aggressive a proactive aggressor is, is information about
the aggressor’s verbal behaviour. Although theoretically, it makes little sense
to talk about the believed emotional state of a proactive aggressor, modelling it
in this way is a practical decision because the way in which the concept is used
in rule 4 is the same for both aggressors. Determining the emotional state of a
non-aggressive person is done using the observed non-verbal behaviour, under
the assumption that people are reactively aggressive unless there are observations indicating otherwise.
2a. From observed non-verbal behaviour and believed nature to a belief
about the reactive aggressor’s emotional state
The belief about the aggressor’s emotional state depends solely on the observations
of the aggressor’s non-verbal behaviour. To accomplish this we use the method which
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was explained prior to the formalisation.
observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, N V B)) &
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, reactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES))
 belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES+ηbaes ∗(N V B∗
ωnvb baes − BAES)))
2b. From observed non-verbal behaviour and believed nature to a belief
about the non-aggressive aggressor’s emotional state
Identical to rule 2a.
observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, N V B)) &
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, non aggressive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES))
 belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES+ηbaes ∗(N V B∗
ωnvb baes − BAES)))
2c. From observed verbal behaviour and believed nature to a belief about
the proactive aggressor’s ’emotional state’
Similar to rule 2a, but now using the observed verbal behaviour.
observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, V B)) &
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, proactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES))
 belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES+ηbaes ∗(V B∗
ωvb baes − BAES)))

5.5.3

Emotional State

This rule follows the standard approach.
3. From observations to an emotional state
Emotionally speaking, the de-escalator is responsive to both observed verbal and observed non-verbal behaviour.
observed(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, V B)) &
observed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, N V B)) &
internal state(de escalator, has value(emotional state, ES))
 internal state(de escalator, has value(emotional state, ES+ηes ∗(V B∗ωvb es +
N V B ∗ ωnvb es ES)))
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Intended Approach

With the aim of making the sub-rules of rule 4 somewhat easier to comprehend,
the logic behind the rules is depicted less technically in tabular form below. In
case the the aggressor’s emotional state is considered to correspond to phase 1,
so being relatively calm, the de-escalator should let the situation slide, just as
in the case the nature is considered to be non-aggressive. When the point of
no return has been passed support should be called for. Other than that the
approaches conform to what the protocol says about supportive and directive
behaviour. Note that the phases for the reactive and proactive natures are not
the same ones, but refer to different cycles.
aggressor’s nature
non-aggressive
reactive
proactive
reactive
proactive
reactive
reactive
proactive

severity of aggression
any phase
phase 1
phase 1
phase 2
phase 2a
phase 3a
phase 3b or higher
phase 2b or higher

required approach
letting go
letting go
letting go
supportive
directive
directive
call for support
call for support

rule
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e
4f
4g
4h

Table 12: How the de-escalator is to decide upon an approach.

4a. From belief about non-aggressive nature to intention to let go
The de-escalator can let a situation slide in case the person he or she is dealing with
does not show aggressive behaviour. The believed aggressor emotional state is not
considered in this rule, since it is not relevant when a person is not acting aggressively.
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, non aggressive))
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(letting go))
4b. From belief about a reactive aggressor residing in phase 1 to intention
to let go
Usually, when the aggressor does not show signs of emotional arousal, no aggressive nature will be perceived. However, here we profylactically prepare for possible mistakes
in judgement. The rule implies that whenever the emotional state of the aggressor
indicates no aggression, and the aggressor is reactive, then the de-escalator should
not undertake any action. We introduce a θde escalator phase 2 reactive to distinguish
between where the de-escalator considers a reactive aggressor to reside in either phase
1 or 2.
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, reactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES < θde escalator phase 2 reactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(letting go))
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4c. From belief about a proactive aggressor residing in phase 1 to intention
to let go
Nearly identical to the previous rule, be it with the difference that now we use a
threshold for the proactive aggressor, θde escalator phase 2a proactive .
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, proactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES < θde escalator phase 2a proactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(letting go))
4d. From beliefs about a reactive nature and the aggressor’s emotional
state to intention to approach supportive
Being supportive only works when the aggressor has an emotional state in accordance
with phase 2 of the cycle of aggression, and when the aggression is of a reactive nature.
Therefore we introduce a new threshold parameter, θde escalator phase 3a reactive . When
below this threshold, the supportive approach is appropriate.
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, reactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES < θde escalator phase 3a reactive &
BAES ≥ θde escalator phase 2 reactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(supportive))
4e. From beliefs about a proactive nature and the aggressor’s emotional
state to intention to approach directive
When an aggressor is proactive, the directive approach should be taken when he resides in phase 2a of the cycle of believed benefit. To identify whether this is the case,
we introduce the additional threshold parameter θde escalator phase 2b proactive .
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, proactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES ≥ θde escalator phase 2a proactive &
BAES < θde escalator phase 2b proactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(directive))
4f. From beliefs about a reactive nature and the aggressor’s emotional
state to intention to approach directive
In case the aggression is of a reactive nature, the directive approach is desirable when
the aggressor is in phase 3a of the cycle of aggression. To identify the end of phase
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parameter.

belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, reactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES ≥ θde escalator phase 3a reactive &
BAES < θde escalator phase 3b reactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(directive))
4g. From beliefs about the aggressor’s emotional state and reactive nature
to intention to call for support
If the nature of aggression is reactive and the aggressor’s emotional state becomes too
high, the de-escalator should call for support.
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, reactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES ≥ θde escalator phase 3b reactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(call f or support))
4h. From beliefs about the aggressor’s emotional state and proactive nature to intention to call for support
If the nature of aggression is proactive and the aggressor’s emotional state (or his
believed benefit) becomes too high, the de-escalator should call for support.
belief (de escalator, has nature(aggressor, proactive)) &
belief (de escalator, has value(aggressor emotional state, BAES)) &
BAES ≥ θde escalator phase 2b proactive
 intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(call f or support))

5.5.5

Performed Behaviour

Rule 5a follows the general BDI-approach of combining intentions and beliefs,
whereas rule 5b uses the familiar numerical computation.
5a. From intention to approach and believed possibilities to performing a
verbal response
Whenever the de-escalator intends on a verbal approach, and this approach is believed
to be possible, it will be executed.
intention(de escalator, verbal behaviour(P )) &
belief (de escalator, has possibility(P ))
 perf orms(de escalator, has value(verbal behaviour, P ))
5b. From emotional state to performed non-verbal behaviour
We will take the emotional response to be the outlet of the emotional state. The com-
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putation of the emotional response is similar to that of the other dynamic variables.
internal state(de escalator, has value(emotional state, ES)) &
perf orms(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, P N V B))
 perf orms(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, P N V B+ηpnvb ∗(ES∗
ωes pnvb − P N V B)))
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Simulation Results

In this chapter we describe the results of experiments that aim to show that
the model can be successfully used to simulate situations that we consider to
be characteristic for this domain, both for the reactive and proactive aggressor.
The various scenarios we simulate are by no means an exhaustive set, as the
possible adjustment of the many parameters allows for a theoretically infinite
number of possible scenarios. However, common sense and initial experiments
allowed for a significant reduction in the number of possible settings. For example, running a simulation with a de-escalator model in which all update speed
factors are near zero and all those of the aggressor near one, would not seem
sensible. Setting aside our doubts as to whether a person with such an extremely
low update speed of his or her cognitive states could actually be employed in the
public service domain, it seems highly unlikely that the internal mechanisms of
the de-escalator and aggressor could vary that much.
The somewhat tentative initial experiments to determine the set of default
parameters we use here are not described in this section, but the results (i.e. the
default parameter values) and the reasoning behind them can be found in Appendix C. We emphasize the word tentative, as we lack real experimental data
that could be used for a more structured and sound tuning of the parameters,
that is, assuming that the concepts used in the model are relatively accurate
approximations of similar concepts in the real world.
Broadly speaking there are two fundamentally different types of situations.
Those in which the de-escalator succeeds, and those in which she fails. Under
optimal circumstances, the de-escalator should be able to de-escalate situations
in all the relevant phases of severity, be it in the cycle of aggression or in the cycle
of believed benefit. Failure on the other hand, occurs when a situation escalates
into physical violence, or when the interaction goes on for too long, causing the
aggressor to lose his patience. Keeping our focus with the de-escalator, we can
identify a number of reasons for such a failure. In our opinion the most important ones are that the de-escalator could fail to remain calm, fail to correctly
identify the nature of the aggression, and fail to correctly apply the protocol.
These three scenarios correspond well with the concepts of an emotional state,
a belief about the nature of the aggression, and the formation of intentions.
Essentially, they relate to the three most important steps of the de-escalation
protocol (figure 3): staying calm, evaluating the situation and de-escalating the
situation.
The experiments were conducted in the LEADSTO simulation environment
[8] which allows for a graphical display of the traces simulated with the LEADSTO
rules from the previous section, both in terms of properties that are true or false
and variable values. The results that are shown consist of the relevant binary
properties, and of the graphs of only those variables that are most fundamental
to the particular experiment.
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Reactive Aggressor

The patterns to be explored and the corresponding experiments are listed in the
table below.
Characteristic Pattern
De-escalation of a scenario involving an aggressor in phase 2
De-escalation of a scenario involving an aggressor in phase 3a
De-escalation is more effective if the de-escalator remains calm
Failure to remain calm
Failure to remain calm, escalation
Failure to judge the nature of the aggression, hence using the wrong approach
Failure to apply the protocol

Experiment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 13: Patterns that are explored for the reactive aggressor and their corresponding experiments.

In order to keep this chapter concise and to the point, the default parameter settings for the reactive aggressor model that are used during the experiments (unless stated otherwise) can be found in Appendix C. The simulation length is kept at 200 for a full display of the results, and the default aggressor patience is set to 150. The nature parameter is initialised as
has nature(aggressor, reactive)
1. De-escalation of a scenario involving an aggressor in phase 2
For this scenario the initial values of the aggressor’s performed behaviour (APNVB
and APVB) are set to 0.45, a value which lies between the phase 2 and phase 3a
thresholds. The model behaves accordingly, as a reactive nature is detected, to which
the correct supportive approach is taken (figure 12). This results in a steady decline
of perceived benefit (figure 16), and since the de-escalator remains relatively calm
himself (figure 15), also in a steady decrease of the aggressor emotional state (figure 13).
Eventually the aggressor’s verbal behaviour falls below the aggressive nature threshold
(figure 14), and the de-escalator lets go of the situation (figure 12).

Figure 12: Binary properties.
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Figure 13: The aggressor emotional state.

Figure 14: The aggressor’s verbal behaviour.

Figure 15: The de-escalator’s emotional state.
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Figure 16: The aggressor’s perceived benefit.
2. De-escalation of a scenario involving an aggressor in phase 3a
In this scenario the initial values of the aggressor’s performed behaviour are set to
0.8, a value which lies between the phase 3a and phase 3b thresholds. The result is
successful de-escalation after the correct approaches have been applied. While the aggressor resides in phase 3a of the cycle of aggression the de-escalator uses the directive
approach, and once the aggressor has calmed down towards phase 2, she starts to use
the supportive approach (figure 17). First of all we note the slower decrease of the
aggressor emotional state after around time step 20 (figure 18) due to the increased
de-escalator emotional state (figure 20) and the non-verbal behaviour that it influences
directly. Secondly, there is a short fluctuation in perceived benefit (figure 21) and aggressor verbal behaviour (figure 19) at the point where the de-escalator switches his
approach. This can be attributed to fact that it takes the de-escalator a short amount
of time to grasp the situation (recognise that the aggressor now resides in phase 2),
but the fluctuation is not sufficient to prevent successful de-escalation by forcing the
verbal behaviour below the aggressive nature threshold (figure 19). These fluctuations
are a common phenomenon in the experiments, and are the main reason for setting
quite some update speed parameters to 1 (see tables 26 & 27 and the accompanying
text for an explanation). The technical details aside, in light of these experiments it
is sufficient to regard them as the time it takes people to adjust to new situations.

Figure 17: Binary properties.
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Figure 18: The aggressor emotional state.

Figure 19: The aggressor’s verbal behaviour.

Figure 20: The de-escalator’s emotional state
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Figure 21: The aggressor’s perceived benefit of further aggression.
3. De-escalation is more effective if the de-escalator remains calm
A repetition of experiment 2, but now the de-escalator has very good emotion regulation skills (ωvb es and ωnvb es are set to 0.2) and barely gets upset by the aggressor’s
behaviour (figure 23). Compared to the previous experiment, de-escalation occurs
about 10 time steps earlier (figure 22).

Figure 22: Binary properties.

Figure 23: The de-escalator’s emotional state
4. Failure to remain calm
In this experiment the de-escalator fails to remain calm after initially being very
emotional. The ηes is set to 0, and the initial de-escalator emotional state to 0.8,
which means the de-escalator has an emotional state of 0.8 throughout the simula-
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tion and a corresponding non-verbal behavioural output. Compared to experiment 2,
de-escalation now occurs about 25 time steps later (figure 24). Correspondingly, the
aggressor emotional state (figure 25) and the believed benefit (figure 26) decrease at
a much slower pace.

Figure 24: Binary properties.

Figure 25: The aggressor emotional state.

Figure 26: The aggressor’s believed benefit of further aggression.
5. Failure to remain calm, escalation
The previous experiment still resulted in successful de-escalation, be it with a significant delay. To make matters more extreme we take the initial de-escalator emotional
state to be 1 in this experiment. Although we once again observe a decrease in the
aggressor emotional state (figure 28), this decrease is not sufficient to counter-weigh
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the fluctuation in perceived benefit (figure 29) this time. The resulting dynamic equilibrium is broken by a loss of patience, which results in escalation, although support
is called for in time (figure 27).

Figure 27: Binary properties.

Figure 28: The aggressor emotional state.

Figure 29: The aggressor’s believed benefit of further aggression.
6. Failure to judge the nature of the aggression, hence using the wrong
approach
In this experiment we set the θreactive nature to 0.5, and other than that we use the
experiment 2 settings. Once the aggressor emotional state drops below 0.5 (figure 31),
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the de-escalator has to change his opinion about the nature of the aggression. This
causes the de-escalator to use the wrong approach, which leads to a dynamic equilibrium that is broken by a loss of patience (figure 30). Throughout the simulation
therefore, the de-escalator fails to bring down the aggressive nature of the aggressor’s
verbal behaviour (figure 32).

Figure 30: Binary properties.

Figure 31: The aggressor emotional state.

Figure 32: The aggressor’s non-verbal behaviour.
7. Failure to apply the protocol
In this experiment the de-escalator fails to correctly use the protocol, which is achieved
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by increasing all the threshold values in the following way. The θde escalator phase 2 reactive
parameter is set to 0.6, θde escalator phase 3a reactive to 0.9, and θde escalator phase3b reactive
to 0.99. This causes the de-escalator to use the supportive approach where a directive
one is required (figure 33), as he deduces that the aggressor resides in phase 2 of the
cycle of aggression, while the actual phase is 3a (figure 34). The result is an increase
of the aggressor emotional state, until he loses his patience. Next, the de-escalator is
not in time with a call for support as his threshold for phase 3b is also higher than
the actual one. Therefore, by the time the de-escalator decides to call for support, it
is already too late.

Figure 33: Binary properties.

Figure 34: The aggressor emotional state.
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Proactive Aggressor

The following table shows the characteristic patterns explored for the proactive
aggressor.
Characteristic Pattern
De-escalation of a scenario involving a rather aggressive aggressor in phase 2a
De-escalation is more effective if the de-escalator remains calm
Failure to remain calm, escalation
Failure to judge the nature of the aggression, hence using the wrong approach
Failure to apply the protocol

Experiment
1
2
3
4
5

Table 14: Patterns that are explored for the reactive aggressor and their corresponding experiments.

The differences in parameter settings compared to the experiments for the
reactive aggressor can be found in Appendix C. The nature parameter is initialised as has nature(aggressor, proactive).
1. De-escalation of a scenario involving a rather aggressive aggressor in
phase 2a
This experiment aims to simulate a situation in which a de-escalator successfully calms
down a proactive aggressor. The initial believed benefit is set to 0.8, and the initial
aggressor emotional state to 0. The result of the experiment is successful de-escalation.
The de-escalator judges the situation correctly based on the aggressor’s controlled
behaviour (figure 37), and uses the correct, directive, approach (figure 35), which
results in a decreased believed benefit (figure 38). Consequently, the aggressor shows
reduced verbal behaviour (figure 36), which after dropping below the aggressive nature
threshold (0.3) allows the de-escalator to let the situation slide. Because the aggressor
is acting so calmly, the de-escalator has fewer reason to become emotional than in for
example experiment 2 for the reactive aggressor (figure 20), resulting in little nonverbal behaviour (figure 39).

Figure 35: Binary properties.
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Figure 36: The aggressor’s performed verbal behaviour.

Figure 37: The aggressor’s performed non-verbal behaviour

Figure 38: The aggressors believed benefit.
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Figure 39: The de-escalators performed non-verbal behaviour.
2. De-escalation is more effective if the de-escalator remains calm
To see whether de-escalation is more effective when the de-escalator remains calm,
we simulate a situation similar to experiment 1, be it with the difference that we set
ωnvb es and ωvb es to 0.2, in order to simulate the de-escalator’s emotion regulation
skills. The result is again successful de-escalation, but this time the point of deescalation is reached sooner than in experiment 1 (figure 40 vs figure 35). The obvious
explanation is that the de-escalator’s emotional state remains lower than in experiment
1 (figure 41 vs figure 39), causing his non-verbal behaviour to be lower as well. This
in turn allows for a faster decrease of the aggressor’s perceived benefit.

Figure 40: Binary properties.

Figure 41: The de-escalator’s emotional state.
3. Failure to remain calm, escalation
In this experiment we use the same settings as in experiment 1, be it that the de-
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escalator remains angry throughout the simulation. To achieve this, the angry deescalator is initialised with an emotional state of 0.8, which he fails to regulate due
to ηes = 0. The result is that support is called for just in time. The believed benefit
(figure 43) steadily decreases towards a value of 0.4, since the de-escalator applies the
right approach but fails to keep his emotions in check. Otherwise the value would drop
lower as in the previous two experiments. The result is that the aggressor’s non-verbal
behaviour never drops below the aggressive nature threshold (figure 44). Around time
point 150 the aggressor loses his patience, and his believed benefit rapidly increases,
until it crosses the phase 3 threshold and the aggressor becomes physically violent
(figure 42). Fortunately, the de-escalator does manage to call for support in time.

Figure 42: Binary properties.

Figure 43: The aggressor’s believed benefit of further aggression.
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Figure 44: The aggressor’s performed non-verbal behaviour.
4. Failure to judge the nature of the aggression, hence using the wrong
approach
In this experiment we use the settings from experiment 1, and the reactive nature
threshold is set to 0.05. This means that the de-escalator is much more likely to
consider the aggression to be of a reactive nature. This is exactly what happens,
and because the aggressor shows little arousal in terms of the cycle of aggression
as his non-verbal behaviour indicates that he resides in phase 1 (figure 46), the deescalator has little reason to pursue de-escalation. The result is that she lets go of the
situation (figure 45), even though the aggressor is obviously still verbally aggressive
(as in experiment 1). This mistake in judgement thus leads to the strange situation
in which the de-escalator lets go of an obviously aggressive person.

Figure 45: Binary properties.

Figure 46: The aggressor’s performed verbal behaviour.
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5. The de-escalator fails to apply the protocol
With respect to the proactive aggressor this is somewhat less interesting than with
respect to the reactive aggressor, as there is only one approach to be applied. An
example of failing to apply the protocol we explore here is the de-escalator having
a relatively low threshold for phase 2b (0.4). The result is that the de-escalator
calls for support without this being necessary (figure 47), as soon as the believed
aggressor emotional state reaches the phase 2b threshold (figure 48) after adjusting to
the observed behaviour.

Figure 47: Binary properties.

Figure 48: The de-escalator’s believed aggressor emotional state.
6. The de-escalator fails to both judge the nature of the aggression and
apply the protocol
Because supportive behaviour is never a good idea when facing a proactive aggressor,
the simulation results of experiments 4 and 5 are somewhat less dynamic than similar
experiments for the reactive aggressor (experiment 6 and 7). Combining mistakes in
situational judgement and application of the protocol results in a more interesting situation. In this experiment the reactive nature threshold has been lowered to 0.05, and
the de-escalator’s phase 2 threshold for reactive aggression, θde escalator phase 2 reactive ,
has been lowered to 0.1. Other than that the parameter settings resemble those of
the previous two experiments. The former change, which was also seen in experiment
4, once again causes the de-escalator to believe she is dealing with a reactive aggressor (figure 49). However, instead of letting go of the situation, the de-escalator now
uses a supportive approach due to the adjustment of θde escalator phase 2 reactive , which
causes the de-escalator to act as if the reactive aggressor were in phase 2 of the cycle of
aggression. The result is now escalation of the situation as the aggressor loses his pa-
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tience (figure 50). Although the de-escalator acts relatively calm (figure 51) because
the proactive aggressor acts calmly, this is not enough to de-escalate the situation.
Additionally, since the de-escalator considers the aggressor to be reactive, no support
is called for. This happens because the de-escalator has no indication that the aggressor is about to be overwhelmed by emotions. Once again the proactive aggressor’s
modest non-verbal behavioural is to blame, as for reactive aggressors this is what the
de-escalator keeps an eye on.

Figure 49: Binary properties.

Figure 50: The aggressor’s believed benefit.

Figure 51: The de-escalator’s performed non-verbal behaviour.
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A Practical Application

This chapter describes a practical application of the model, in an attempt to
build a bridge between theory and practice, thereby completing the modelling
cycle (see figure 2). We also aim to find out whether the model could be of
direct practical use to the STRESS project’s training environment. In an optimal scenario the aggressor component of the model would be used to simulate
the behaviour of aggressive agents, and the de-escalator component to analyse
the decision making behaviour of the trainee. Since the scope of the STRESS
project is much broader than ours, for example in terms of including emotion
regulation, empirical measurements, and a virtual reality environment, our approach will be comparatively modest. Nevertheless, the essence remains the
same, namely that the focus lies on de-escalation training. We start by explaining how the model can be used in a manner that allows interaction with
a user, and follow up with a description of an analysis model that allows for
actual training to occur. The last part of this section shows how we can write
scenarios that can be used by the application, such that its evaluation becomes
more concrete.

7.1

Basic Application Design

Similar to the pursuits of the STRESS project, we let the user take the place
of the de-escalator. This means that the input for the aggressor component no
longer comes from the model itself, but from the user’s input. Disregarding an
analysis component for now, the basic set-up is given in the following figure.

Figure 52: The basic information flow of the application.
The endTime variable denotes the maximum length of the training, which
will in this case depend on the possible length of conversations, but might as
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well correspond to a predefined time. If it is exceeded the simulation ends and
the results are displayed. Otherwise the aggressor output is displayed and the
user is asked for a response. If the user chooses to let the situation slide or call
for support, the simulation once again ends. Otherwise the user input is forwarded to the aggressor component which determines the new aggressor output.

7.1.1

Communication

A first issue we have to deal with is the fact that there is a significant difference
between the verbal and non-verbal in- and output of both model components
compared to that of the actual virtual training environment envisioned by the
STRESS project. In the latter, the non-verbal output of the de-escalator, i.e.
the trainee, consists of actual physiological measurements, and the aggressor’s
of computer animations, both of which are outside the scope of this project.
The model on the other hand, treats both as numerical variables. With respect
to verbal communication, conversational scenarios are being developed within
the STRESS project. In these scenarios, the user can choose between three
options (usually a directive, supportive, and completely misplaced one), which
is followed by a predefined response from the aggressor. Our model on the other
hand, offers four different types of verbal communication for the de-escalator,
and represents the aggressor’s verbal communication numerically.
For the model to be of value to the project, it should be possible to map the
model’s communication onto that of the training environment for the output of
the aggressor, and vice versa for the output of the de-escalator. If one of these
mappings is infeasible within this project, we should at least be able to show
that such a mapping is theoretically possible. Considering non-verbal communication such a mapping seems evident. Data from physiological measurements is
usually numerical (e.g. heart rate or skin conductance), and it is easy to imagine
how multiple measurements could be combined into one single value, for example by using a formula that weights the importance of the different variables
(e.g. X ∗ normalised heart rate + Y ∗ normalised skin conductance + ...etc). The
same goes for the aggressor output, where a numerical value could be translated
into depicted physiological arousal. An example would be to simply equate the
intensity of a displayed flushed face or arm gesture with the aggressor’s nonverbal behavioural output value.
Things are slightly more complicated when it comes to verbal communication, as a numerical transformation is less obvious here. Within the STRESS
project’s training environment verbal communication occurs through the previously mentioned scenarios, which contain different options in terms of textual
verbal utterances for the de-escalator, followed by a predefined response from
the aggressor. Since the aggressor’s responses are predefined, this approach is
somewhat static with respect to (de-)escalating anger, for the current state of
the aggressor is not taken into account when determining his response. Pos70
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sibly even more problematic is the fact that different types of aggressors, e.g.
hysterical or cheeky, are directly coupled to specific scenarios. This means that
for every little variation in aggressor characteristics, a new scenario has to be
developed.
These drawbacks might be exactly where we can find a niche for the current model, as it enables a more generic approach. The point is that verbal
utterances can be classified either as belonging to a certain class (one of the
approaches) for the de-escalator, and as having a certain intensity of aggression
for the aggressor (since the aggressor model’s verbal output is numeric). In the
latter case, these intensities can be decided upon by using the model’s threshold values. At the very least we need three different types of sentences. One
that is non-aggressive (when the aggressors verbal behaviour is smaller than the
aggressive nature threshold), one that contains a personal threat (for phase 2b
and 3b of the two cycles), and one type of sentence that contains aggressive language to some extent. To keep things interesting, we implement three sentences
for the last type, as the aggressor performed behavioural intensity can vary a
lot in this range. In the first, the aggressor is still quite friendly, but refuses to
listen to the de-escalator (defiant). In the second, the aggressor starts to push
harder for his goal (pushy). In the third, the aggressor starts to use verbally
aggressive language (aggressive). Other than the two extremes, we do not have
clear ranges for the performed aggressor verbal behaviour values during which
certain statements should be used. This means that the performed aggressor
verbal behaviour ranges used to determine which of these sentences will be communicated, can be equally large.
Classifying verbal statements in this manner makes the aggressor’s verbal
behaviour much more dynamic as they depend on the intensity of the aggressor’s
performed verbal behaviour, rather than being predefined. Additionally, different aggressor types no longer require very specific scenarios as it is now simply
a matter of adjusting the initial parameters and using the same scenario. This
does leave us with the challenge to design scenarios in such a manner that the
different options available differ only in style and not in content, as all possible
following responses should be equally applicable. The following table provides
a summary of the representations of the in- and output that we use in the application.
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user options
Can be obtained by posing the following question: ”Vividly imagine the situation. On a scale of 1 to 10, rate how emotional you
would expect to respond”. The rating can then be divided by 10
to scale it to range [0,1].
A choice between four types of verbal statements that can be
classified as ”call for support”, ”letting go”, ”supportive”, and
”directive”
aggressor response
A short description of apparent/non-apparent cues
One of five types of verbal statements:
non-aggressive AP V B < 0.3
defiant 0.3 ≥ AP V B < 0.5
pushy 0.5 ≥ AP V B < 0.7
aggressive 0.7 ≥ AP V B < 0.9
threatening 0.9 ≥ AP V B

Table 15: Input and output used by the application.
7.1.2

Technical Aspects

Since simulations usually take at least 50 time steps, and there is little reason
to assume most conversations will consist of an equal amount of interactions, it
makes sense to let the simulation run for more than 1 time step when the user
has made a choice, e.g. X time steps. This means that when the user makes
decisions, the verbal behavioural and non-verbal behavioural values coupled to
these options are used as input for the aggressor model for X time steps. It is
only after these X time steps that the aggressor’s behaviour is displayed. The
first X time steps are computed with predefined de-escalator behaviour as it
takes some time for the aggressor’s performed behaviour to adjust to its predefined internal states. If this is not taken into account, an angry aggressor would
start out seemingly non-aggressive as can be observed from the simulation results in the previous section.
As for the application’s termination and display of the training results, there
are three principal possibilities. Termination follows either after the user ends
the interaction (she chooses the option corresponding to ’letting go’ or ’calling
for support’), after the aggressor has performed physical violence, or when the
scenario ends because there are no more verbal statements available. After one
of these conditions is met, the application evaluates the current situation, and
based upon this evaluation can determine whether or not de-escalation has been
successful or not. When the user lets the situation slide by selecting an action
corresponding to ’letting go’, the currently observed aggressor verbal behaviour
can be compared to the aggressive nature threshold to determine whether the
situation has been de-escalated sufficiently.
Calling for support is only a good idea when the reactive aggressor is in
phase 3b of the cycle of aggression, or when the proactive aggressor is in phase
2b of the ’cycle of believed benefit’. Otherwise it either comes too early or too
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late. When physical violence occurs, it is obvious that de-escalation has failed
regardless of any other variables. If no more interactions are possible because
the scenarios end, de-escalation has also been unsuccessful, either because the
user should have let the situation slide or because the conflict is still ongoing.
The following tables give the formal evaluations and training results for all of
these situations, although there is no table for the situation in which physical
violence occurs because the evaluation is straightforward.

evaluation
V B < θaggressive nature
V B >= θaggressive nature

result
successful (situation de-escalated)
unsuccessful (situation not de-escalated)

Table 16: Termination conditions and evaluations after the user decides to let
the situation slide.

evaluation
reactive: AES < θreactive aggressor phase 3b
proactive: B < θproactive aggressor phase 2b
reactive: θreactive aggressor phase 4 > AES &
AES >= θreactive aggressor phase 3b
proactive: θreactive aggressor phase 3 > B &
B >= θproactive aggressor phase 2b

result
unsuccessful
(too early for support)
semi-successful
(called for support in time,
but failed to de-escalate)

Table 17: Termination conditions and evaluations after the user decides to call
for support.

evaluation
V B > θaggressive nature
V B <= θaggressive nature

result
unsuccessful (situation unresolved)
unsuccessful (should have let go)

Table 18: Termination conditions and evaluations when no more interactions
are possible.

7.2

A Basic Support Model

Since the point of the STRESS system is to provide de-escalation training, we
will now describe a support model that allows the application to give the user
feedback based on what has occurred during the training session. The main
purpose is to show that giving support based on the decision making model
is possible, as well as to add some interesting functionality to the application
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itself. It is important to realise that in the final STRESS system feedback will
be a lot more comprehensive. The affective model, its combination with the
decision-making model, and the very precise physiological measurements make
it possible to be very accurate about what went wrong at a certain point in
the training session, and why this happened. Although our observations of the
user’s choices with respect to verbal behaviour correspond well to what might
happen in the STRESS system environment, our way of obtaining information
about the user’s non-verbal behaviour is clearly very limited, and a lot more
tentative than what is envisioned in the STRESS system.
We will not consider modification of the scenarios, and feedback will only be
given once the training session is over in order not to disrupt the flow of the interactions (the STRESS project aims to provide real-time situation modification
and feedback as well). Additionally, we will only consider cases in which deescalation has failed, even though theoretically it is possible for the de-escalator
to make some mistakes while de-escalation is still successful. Examples of the
latter are cases in which the aggressor is left with a relatively high emotional
state (e.g. reactive aggressor experiment 4), or when the de-escalator picks the
wrong approach only once and thereby delays de-escalation.
From the de-escalation protocol (figure 3) we know that there are three important steps the de-escalator has to take. First of all she has to remain calm by
regulating her own emotional response. Secondly, she has to make an accurate
judgement of the situation, i.e. the nature of the aggression and the aggressor’s
level of tension. Finally, she has to apply the correct approaches. In the section
on simulation results we showed how mistakes can be made in each of these
steps, and how these mistakes can make de-escalation fail. Since these are the
three points where mistakes can be made, it makes sense to use them as focal
points in our support model.

7.2.1

Emotion Regulation

With respect to our model of de-escalation, the regulation of emotions is different from situational judgement and the application of the protocol. Whereas
the latter two are central to the decision making model of the STRESS system (see figure 1), emotion regulation is actually central to the affective model.
In our model of the de-escalator, everything related to affect is compressed in
her performed non-verbal behaviour, which we considered to be representative
of her physiological arousal and consequently the physiological measurements.
This single value, which is indicative of the de-escalator’s emotional state, is all
that is obtained in the application as well. Because we only have a single value
with respect to the emotional state, all we can really say is whether it is too
high or too low in relation to some optimal value. As shown in the experiments
(reactive aggression: experiment 3 and 8, proactive aggression: experiment 2),
this optimal value is the lowest possible, i.e. zero. The experiments also showed
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however, that with higher values for the de-escalator’s performed non-verbal
behaviour, de-escalation was still effective (e.g. reactive aggression: experiment
1). Under the parameter settings used for the experiments, it was only in experiment 5 for reactive aggression that a failure to remain calm lead to escalation,
even though in this experiment the de-escalator managed to accurately judge
the situation and correctly applied the protocol. Therefore, we will consider the
de-escalator’s emotional state to be too high if the situation is not successfully
de-escalated even though the user applied the correct approaches (performed
verbal behaviour).
To see whether the correct approaches have been applied, we let the deescalator model run in the background while the user makes decisions. By
comparing the user’s verbal behavioural decisions to those of the de-escalator
model, we can then determine if the user did a good job in applying the right
approaches. If de-escalation failed and the user chose the correct approaches,
we know that the cause of failure was the user’s inability to regulate his own
emotional state. This means that it is not necessary to look at the exact values
related to the user’s emotional state, but that by a method of elmination we
can infer that inaccurate emotion regulation is the only possible mistake left.
In this case we can give feedback, which we will keep very general because we
lack detailed information of an affective model. In this case the feedback will
look as follows, depending on whether the aggressor was reactive or proactive.
Note that the feedback is numbered for later reference.
1. The user fails to remain calm facing a reactive aggressor.
”You correctly judged that the aggression was of a reactive nature, and applied the right
approach. However, you failed to de-escalate the situation because you did not manage
to remain sufficiently calm. The reactive aggressor you dealt with therefore saw you
as a threat, and this made him feel he had to fight you for control over the situation.
Next time, try to remember that the aggression is probably nothing personal, and that
by staying calm yourself, you are more likely to calm down the aggressive person as
well. Taking a deep breath before giving a reply can be very helpful to achieve this.”
2. The user fails to remain calm facing a proactive aggressor.
”You correctly judged that the aggression was of a proactive nature, and applied the
right approach. However, you failed to de-escalate the situation because you did not
manage to remain sufficiently calm. The proactive aggressor you dealt with therefore
thought that his aggressive behaviour was making you feel uncomfortable, and that you
were likely to give in to his desire. Next time, remember that if a proactive aggressor
sees that you remain unaffected, he is likely to think that his aggressive behaviour will
not get him anywhere. He will then be likely to stop trying. Taking a deep breath before
giving a reply can be very useful to achieve this.”

Next we discuss the case in which de-escalation fails, but in which contrary
to what we just discussed, the application determines that mistakes were made
in applying the right verbal approach.
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Situational Judgement

Failure tot judge the situation can result in the wrong verbal approach being
applied, but applying the wrong approach can also be the result of wrongful
application of the protocol. To be able to distinguish between these two cases,
we need to know of what nature the de-escalator considered the aggression to be
during the training session. Therefore we start by posing the following question,
the possible answers being ’reactive’ and ’proactive’.
”During the training session, what did you think the nature of the aggression was?”

If the user answers the question incorrectly, we still cannot be sure that she
knew how to apply the protocol, but we do know that situational judgement
failed. There are two cases. One in which the aggressor was judged reactive, but
was actually proactive, and vice versa. The feedback given will look as follows,
explaining how to correctly judge the nature of the aggression:
3. The user judges the aggressor to be reactive while proactive would be
correct.
”You judged the aggressor to have a reactive nature, but the aggressor was actually
proactive. Proactive aggressors try to get what they want by acting aggressively. They
will use aggressive language, but contrary to reactive aggressors they are not actually
angry. This means that compared to reactive aggressors, their behaviour seems relatively calm and controlled. Pay attention to the aggressor’s non-verbal behaviour, and
see if you can distinguish cues that indicate a stress response. If this is not the case,
the aggressor is probably proactive.”
4. The user judges the aggressor to be proactive while reactive would be
correct.
”You judged the aggressor to have a proactive nature, but the aggressor was actually reactive. Reactive aggressors typically feel stressed about something, and act aggressively
to fight you for control over their own situation. This means that compared to proactive
aggressors, their behaviour seems angry. Pay attention to the aggressor’s non-verbal
behaviour, and see if you can distinguish cues that indicate a stress response. If you
observe such cues, the aggressor is probably reactive.”

7.2.3

De-escalator Approaches

If the user correctly judged the nature of the aggression, but still made mistakes
in applying the correct verbal approach, this means that she does not know how
to apply the protocol. Again there are two cases, one in which the wrong approach is being applied towards a reactive aggressor, and the other in which the
wrong approach is applied towards a proactive aggressor. Feedback consists of
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explaining how to approach a reactive and proactive aggressor:
5. The user applies the wrong approach towards a reactive aggressor.
”You correctly judged the nature of the aggression, but you used the wrong verbal approach. A reactive aggressor can either be approached in a supportive manner or in a
directive one. If he seems mildly emotional, a supportive approach works best because
there is still a big chance of making him feel more comfortable and calming him down.
As he becomes more emotional, being supportive will no longer help. All you can do
now is act in a directive manner, which offers the best chances of making the aggressor
back down.”
6. The user applies the wrong approach towards a proactive aggressor.
”You correctly judged the nature of the aggression, but you used the wrong verbal approach. A proactive aggressor should always be approached in a directive manner.
Acting supportively is likely to make the aggressor think he can walk all over you, and
that his aggressive behaviour is going to get him what he wants.”

7.2.4

Applying Support

We earlier stated how we would only apply support in case de-escalation has
failed. In Section 7.1.2 we discussed the reasons for termination, and how each
of these cases are classified in terms of success. There was only one termination condition with a positive evaluation for the training, namely the case in
which the situation is let go of after the aggressor no longer uses verbally aggressive language. In four other cases it is immediately clear what ultimately
went wrong, and no further analysis is required. In each of these situations it
is obvious that the user failed to apply the protocol, and how she did exactly.
Letting go of the situation while the aggressor is still verbally aggressive means
the action taken came too early, and the same thing can be said if support is
called for while an aggressor has not yet passed the ’point of no return’. Here
we can give the following feedback.
7. The user lets go of the situation too early
”You should only let go of the situation if it has been de-escalated. This is the case
once the aggressor no longer uses aggressive verbal language towards you.”
8. ’The user calls for support too early.
”You should only call for support if you think the situation is going to escalate and
there is nothing you can do to stop this from happening. Always call for support if an
aggressor starts making personal threats.”

The third scenario is when the training simulation ends because there is no
more conversational material, but the user has not let go of the situation. Feedback is now as follows.
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9. The user fails to let go of the situation.
”You de-escalated the situation successfully as the aggressor calmed down. In this case
you should let go of the situation, as you can now continue to do your job.”

Fourth there is the case in which the aggressor uses physical violence. This
means that prior to this happening, the user should have called for support.
Feedback is thus as follows.
10. The situation escalated to the point where the aggressor uses physical
violence.
”You should always call for support if you think the situation is going to escalate and
there is nothing you can do to stop this from happening. Always call for support if
an aggressor starts making personal threats. In both cases the situation is likely to
escalate further and you will need colleagues to back you up.”

Two cases now remain. One in which de-escalation is unsuccessful because
the application ran out of conversational material while the aggressor is still
behaving verbally aggressive, and another in which support was called for in
time. In both cases we can be sure that de-escalation has failed, and we can use
the analysis described in the previous three sections to determine a cause. In
the second case though, we have to take note that the user did manage to call
for support in time.
Although there could be multiple causes for escalation in these two cases,
we will only give feedback directed towards one. First of all this has the benefit
of not overloading the user with information. Secondly the analysis that takes
place before giving the feedback described in the previous three sections dictates a certain order. First it is determined whether the mistake lays in judging
the nature of the aggression. If this is not the case, it is checked whether the
protocol was applied correctly. If this too is the case, only then is it clear that
the user failed to regulate her emotions. The support model should run once the
training session ends (the end state in figure 52). The following figure shows the
support model’s detailed graphical representation. The numbers in the figure’s
end states refer to the feedback rules that are to be shown in each case.
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Figure 53: Graphical representation of the support model. A green end state
indicates successful de-escalation. A red end state indicates unsuccessful deescalation. The numbers refer to the relevant feedback rules.
7.2.5

A Training Scenario

The above has been implemented in the Matlab environment, allowing interaction with the aggressor agent through the console interface2 . Earlier, we
mentioned the potential benefits of this approach, but we also pointed out that
it required a different way of writing scenarios. To see whether such scenarios
can indeed be written, writing a compatible scenario is exactly what we do in
this section. Under the familiar parameter settings (Appendix C), while processing 10 time steps at the same time with the same user input, it is possible
to de-escalate situations in about 6 interactions. In addition to a default sentence used to initiate the conversation, we thus need material for 6 interactions.
That is, 6 possible verbal responses for the de-escalator, and 6 for the aggressor.
Before we can write the scenario, we need a bit of a back-ground story upon
which we can base the aggressor’s statements. Additionally, of course, it is a
good thing if the story contains some incentive for aggressive behaviour.
So meet Bob. The facts about Bob’s life that are relevant to the scenario
are the following:
2 The Matlab files required to run the application can be downloaded from http://www.
cs.vu.nl/~tbosse/STRESS
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• recently divorced
• father of a precious daughter that lives with his ex-wife
• upcoming custody hearing
• promised his little girl to go see the penguin feeding at noon (her favourite)
• travels by tram
• no cash money on him
• out of credit on his chip card

3

• running terribly late

Basically, Bob is in a rush, has a bad day, and is about to be late for the little
trip with his daughter, putting him on the verge of losing his custody rights at
the upcoming hearing. The scenario starts when Bob enters the last tram that
is sure to get him to his daughter in time. His haste caused him to run right
past the machines that can be used to upgrade the credit on his chip card. In
the scenario, the user plays the role of a tram driver that has to de-escalate
the situation if necessary. The conversation starts by the de-escalator pointing
out that Bob has to check in or buy a ticket. Having no cash money, Bob’s
best bet would be to leave the tram, transfer credit to his chip card, take the
next ride, and hope he will still make the appointment with his daughter in time.
We have now described sufficient background information for the reader of
this text to understand what is going on in the scenario. Of course, actual users
would not be told all this, and would have to figure out the reasons of Bob’s
possible distress for themselves. We should stress that even though there are
a lot of events in Bob’s life that could justify reactive aggression, the scenario
is by no means limited to reactive aggressors. We could still easily imagine a
proactive aggressor that is not emotional in the slightest, all the while using the
events as arguments not to miss his appointment.
In Appendix D.1, a complete set of possible statements for 6 interactions
is described. The generic nature of our model, which we emphasised earlier as
one of its main advantages, should ensure that regardless of the aggressor’s parameter and variable settings, as well as of the user’s choices, the conversation
should always make sense. Otherwise, the current approach within the STRESS
project of tailoring scenarios towards for example aggressor personalities would
remain a better option. To ensure this genericity, we need to maintain a certain
structure to how the conversation will unfold. This means that all available
responses for either agent are always a possible response to all possible statements that the other agent could have just made. The general structure of the
conversation is as follows.

3 Chip

cards are electronic cards used to pay for public transport in the Netherlands
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Interaction
0
1
2
3
4

Aggressor

5

explains about his daughter

6

explains about the custody hearing

explains he has no credit
tries to get out of it
explains he has no cash
explains he is in a rush

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION

De-escalator
tells aggressor he has to check in
informs about ticket window
informs about company policy
informs about machine on platform
informs that the next tram leaves
soon
explains there is nothing that can
be done
restates position on the matter

Table 19: The structure of the conversation that was used to produce the material in Appendix D.1.

Besides the conversational material used as a representation of the de-escalator’s
and aggressor’s verbal behaviour, Appendix D.2 contains short descriptions of
non-verbal behaviour following physiological arousal. These descriptions range
from no obvious non-verbal behaviour to uncontrolled behaviour, and are used
to represent the different phases in the cycle of aggression. For our purposes,
five descriptions should be enough. The first corresponds to normal behaviour
(phase 1: relative calm), the second to slight arousal (first half of phase 2: threat
perception), the third to increased arousal (second half of phase 2: threat perception), the fourth to being in danger of losing control (phase 3a), and the fifth
to being in the process of losing control (phase 3b).

7.2.6

Evaluation

A large number of possible conversations is possible with the material of Appendix D, even though there are only six interactions at best. How the conversation unfolds depends on both the aggressor’s parameter and initial variable
settings, and on how the user of the application responds. Appendix D.3 contains a number of conversations that the application is able to produce. These
conversations represent some of the characteristic scenarios from Section 6 (deescalation of a reactive aggressor in phase 3a, failure to remain calm towards a
reactive aggressor in phase 2, and one in which the de-escalator communicates
badly with a proactive aggressor), and have been generated by setting the appropriate aggressor parameters while we ourselves took the place of the de-escalator.
The conversations feel quite natural, which suggests that the approach demanded when using our model of de-escalation is at the very least possible.
Furthermore, the feedback describes very well what we purposely did wrong or
right as a user. What is important to emphasise here, is that the options for the
de-escalator’s verbal behaviour are somewhat restricted in our example scenario.
Contrary to the current approach in the STRESS project, the verbal statements
that do not end the conversation (letting go or calling for support) do not contain
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any answers that are quite obviously wrong. Such statements, for example ones
in which the de-escalator starts to use verbally aggressive language himself, seem
somewhat easier to refute based on common sense. Essentially, such sentences
can be linked to not following the verbal don’ts in table 21. Of course, mistakes
such as these could simply be added to the scenario as additional sentences
that negatively influence the aggressors believed benefit of further aggression
(for example if the sentence is completely besides the point) or even his emotional state (for example if the sentence contains aggressive language of its own).
The biggest advantage is clearly that our approach makes it very easy to
play through entirely different scenarios in terms of the aggressor’s behaviour
and personality. This becomes apparent from the example conversations in
Appendix D.3. By making relatively small adjustments of initial aggressor performed verbal and non-verbal behaviour we can simulate anger that was carried
over into the scenario, and by simply changing some parameters we can simulate
a completely different type of aggressor. In a certain sense, we could even say
that the aggressor’s dynamic behaviour, in combination with the generic scenario, allows for real-time scenario modification. In a certain sense, because the
modifications do not have the direct purpose of improving training efficiency.
The effect is more of an indirect and global one, since dynamic adjustments of
the aggressor’s behaviour could certainly improve the training experience, which
could in turn improve efficiency.
Lastly, it is now quite clear that the model could be used in the STRESS
project’s system. Although there are many ways in which the application could
be made more interesting, its basic behaviour seems sufficient to account for
the in- and output requirements imposed by the system’s architecture. We will
discuss some possible improvements, alternatives and combinations with other
elements of the STRESS system in the next section.
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Since one of main concerns of the STRESS project is emotion regulation training, an interesting exploration would be to experiment with certain parameter
values in order to simulate different emotion regulation strategies. Figure 54,
taken from Gross [17] shows an overview of the different types of emotion regulation that are available at different stages of cognitive functioning. Situation
selection and situation modification do not apply, since the de-escalator has no
effective means to use either strategy. After all, the scenarios of the training
environment are controlled by the training agent and not by the trainee. Attentional deployment could be implemented by introducing state properties of stimulus representation in between the observations and internal cognitive states.
By adjusting the connection strengths from the observations to the stimulus representations then, we would essentially change the amount of attention paid to
certain stimuli, affecting how strongly they would finally be represented. Cognitive change can be achieved by changing the connection strenghts from what
are currently the observations to the internal cognitive states, most prominently
the de-escalator emotional state. For example, lowering the connection strength
values would lead to lower activation of the observed stimuli, which seems to
correspond closely to changing their meaning, for example attributing a less
disturbing meaning to them. The connection strength from the de-escalator
emotional state to the performed non-verbal behaviour can be used to introduce response modulation, as taking a relatively low value could be seen as an
equivalent to suppressing the emotional response. The speed with which these
strategies take effect can be adjusted by changing the respective update speed
parameters.
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Figure 54: Process model of emotion regulation. Taken from [17].
In another possible refinement of this model, the emotional state could instigate cognitive biases. Including biases in the model could involve dependencies
between the emotional state as an antecedent, and beliefs (in case of a judgement bias) or intentions (in case of a decision making bias) as a consequent.
Biases might also operate on the level of observations. The latter would require
additional state properties of stimulus representation in between observations
and beliefs. A last possibility for emotional biases to have an effect would be to
let the emotional state directly influence connection strenghts.
Although the model has quite a decent theoretical foundation, given the
reasonable amount of scientific literature that was used in its development, validation by simulation is not the most precise. To strengthen this foundation,
future research could focus on checking the logical validity of the model computationally. In relation to the LEADSTO language, a TTL (Temporal Trace
Language) exists that can be used for this purpose [28]. TTL comes with a software package that takes LEADSTO simulation traces and a logically expressed
property as its input. The output is a simple answer to the question whether
or not the property holds in the given traces. To do this we should start by
translating properties we want the model to satisfy into a first-order logical format. As properties, we could take the characteristic patterns we explored in the
section on simulation experiments (e.g. table 13). In experiment 4 for example,
we experimented with a very emotional de-escalator that because of his emotions failed to de-escalate a situation with a very emotional reactive aggressor.
Informally, we could say that whenever a de-escalator fails to control her own
emotional state, she will not be able to de-escalate a situation. Semi-formally
we could say that: In any trace γ, if at every time point τ1 the de-escalator
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performed non-verbal behaviour has a high intensity, then there does not exist a
time point τ2 such that at τ2 the aggressor performed verbal behaviour is lower
than the aggressive nature threshold. Formally, in first order-logic, this would
then become
∀γ[∀τ1 ∀X : REAL holds(state(γ, τ1 ), perf ormed(de escalator, has value(non verbal behaviour, X)) &
X > 0.9) −→
¬[∃τ2 ∃Y : REAL holds(state(γ, τ2 ), perf ormed(aggressor, has value(verbal behaviour, Y )) &
Y < θaggressive nature ]]
Using the TTL software, we could now run a validation test to see if the
model satisfies this logical property. Note that although this might seem quite
elementary from a theoretical point of view, practically speaking things are not
as simple. The reason is that when we speak of ∀γ, this means that we would
need a very large set of simulation traces in order to make this check exhaustive,
or at the very least representative.
Section 7 showed that the model already has something new to offer in
terms of its applicability to de-escalation training, i.e. the STRESS project’s
system. Although in its current form, the application already provides a basic de-escalation training, there is still a lot of room for improvement. These
improvements can be made either by expanding on the current application, or
by combining the current one with other models and data sources within the
STRESS project. An example of the first category would be to conduct a realworld experiment. A very basic experimental set-up would only require three
scenarios. The first scenario would be used to acquire a baseline of the subject’s capabilities before the experiment. After that, all participants would have
to listen to a short de-escalation tutorial. Next, half of the group would train
by using the training application under a variety of parameter settings within
scenario 2. The other half should perform some other form of de-escalation
training during this time, for example reading up on de-escalation theory. Once
the training session is over, both groups would use the application under a variety of parameter settings within scenario 3. After that the performance of the
two groups could be compared to see whether training with the application is
more effective than other, more basic forms of training.
An example of future research that combines different pieces of research
within the STRESS project has to do with script writing. In the scripts that
have been developed in the STRESS project thus far, there is always one very
bad option for the de-escalator. Choosing this option immediately results in
a verbally aggressive reaction from the aggressor that ends the script. Unless
such an option means letting go of the situation (giving in to the aggressor’s
desire, for example by letting him ride for free in the tram driver domain), these
options are usually directive in nature, containing verbally aggressive language
of their own. As should have become clear from the example conversations in
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Appendix C.3, when using our model there is no reason to let a script end
just because the aggressor is acting aggressively. It seems sensible to include
some very bad verbal responses for the de-escalator. After all, keeping up a
professional appearance is important in de-escalation, and this includes keeping
your manners. As long as we avoid the don’ts in table 21 when constructing
supportive and directive sentences, this ability will never be tested without an
additional option. After selecting this very bad option, the conversation could
simply continue with a much more aggressive person. From a modelling perspective, we could add a relation from the de-escalator’s emotional state to her
intended approach. Getting the de-escalator agent to choose very bad options
would then be a mere matter of comparing her emotional state to an ’aggressive
approach’ threshold.

8.2

Assumptions and Limitations

In the model, the only way in which the de-escalator can differentiate between
the two different types of aggressor is by means of their non-verbal behaviour.
Practical experience suggests (interviews with domain experts, conducted by
the STRESS research group) that there might also be a difference in the content of verbal behaviour, i.e. the argumentation used by aggressors. The idea is
that reactive aggressors are more likely to give reasonable arguments for their
aggressive behaviour (e.g. by telling the de-escalator how they were in a rush
because a spouse was admitted to the hospital, hence forgetting their purse or
pre-paid ticket), whereas proactive aggressors tend to omit these. We will raise
one counter-argument to using careful examination of arguments for making
this distinction, namely that proactive aggressors could easily conjure up fake
arguments, requiring the de-escalator to be able to detect lies. Since proactive
aggression is essentially learned behaviour, it does not seem far-fetched to assume that they could easily learn to make up seemingly veracious arguments as
well. Albeit a very ’advanced’ proactive aggressor might be able to perform reactive non-verbal behaviour as well, essentially lying in a slightly more subtle way,
dealing with truthfulness of ones behaviour lies outside the scope of this project.
The aggressor input in the model consists only of de-escalator output, and
environmental stimuli are ignored. It seems reasonable to assume that in reality, environmental stimuli would also have some significant influence over the
aggressor’s emotional state and/or rational considerations, for example other
passengers in the public traffic domain. Such influences however, would be
highly specific to certain situations, subject to interpersonal differences, and
are thus far not included in the training environment. Therefore we do not take
them into consideration.
In most cases, once the de-escalator lets the situation slide or calls for support, the internal states of the aggressor will remain constant. It seems doubtful
whether this is the case in reality. On the one hand we would not expect an
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aggressor’s escalating emotional state to remain constant all of a sudden. On
the other hand, since the de-escalator has ended the interaction, there is not
much for the aggresor to escalate towards. A possibility that could be explored
would be to make the constancy of the aggressor emotional state dependent not
on the de-escalator’s approach but on the aggressor’s cycle of aggression and
believed benefit thresholds.
Another issue that deserves some attention lies in the possibility of reactive
aggressors acting proactively and vice versa. As an aggressor can only have
one particular nature under our current assumptions, this would be a problem. We control for this by always keeping the θreactive nature lower than the
θaggressive nature . Since in the reactive aggressor the non-verbal and verbal performed behaviour follow similar formulae, their corresponding values will usually
be approximately equal, that is, under the parameter settings used in the experiments. As the believed nature depends on the observed non-verbal behaviour
and the reactive nature threshold, switching from a belief in a reactive nature
to a proactive nature would require the observed non-verbal behavioural value
to drop below 0.2. However, because both aggressor behaviours are in this
case equal, which therefore means that the observed verbal behaviour is already
below the aggressive nature threshold, the aggressor will be considered to be
non-aggressive, leading to abortion of the interaction before such a change in
believed nature could ever occur. The reverse is practically impossible if we put
a constraint on the aggressor performed non-verbal behaviour by reducing the
ωb anpvb connection strength to the actual reactive nature threshold. In this way
the value could never surpass it. Thus, the only way in which changing beliefs
about the nature of aggression could become a problem to the de-escalation
process is when the de-escalator makes some kind of a mistake, for example by
misinterpreting the observed non-verbal behaviour, either at the beginning or
somewhere along the way. The possibly disrupted de-escalation process then,
for example because the de-escalator would start to use the wrong approach or
wrong thresholds, would be a rather natural consequence of the de-escalator’s
mistake.
The separation of observable and executable behaviour into verbal and nonverbal behaviour is logically complete, since all possible behaviour can be classified as such. Whether it is logically sound however, can be disputed. By using
only the different approaches to aggression as values for verbal behaviour, we
ignore the large diversity of conversational content that could be expected in situations involving verbal aggression. The number of possible natural sentences,
possibly somewhat reduced to essential statements, is too big to consider, and
furthermore their interpretation would require a whole new and for our purposes
too complicated layer of state properties and relations.
Believed benefit of further aggression is used as sort of a rational counterpart
to the aggressor emotional state. This is necessary as both types of aggressor
should be able to respond to the chosen approach in a realistic manner. Whether
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there is actually a conscious representation of such benefit is speculative, probably more so for an ’emotional’ reactive aggressor than for the more ’calculating’
proactive one. We nevertheless assume it, looking at the process of de-escalation
as something that tries to bring the aggressor to reason, making him realize that
aggression is futile either because the de-escalator is not a threat by pursuing
the supportive approach, or that aggressive behaviour will have negative consequences in case of the directive approach.
The model does not account for the proactive aggressor’s emotional state.
Although their cold-blooded nature in terms of aggressive behaviour could be
used as an argument in favour of our neglect, it does seem somewhat unrealistic
to have emotions play no part at all, assuming that not all proactive aggressors
are devoid of emotion. It seems most likely that reactive and proactive aggression actually function on a continuous scale, with many types that could be
classified as somewhere in between the two. However, because the two agents
use qualitatively different rules in terms of believed benefit, and because an argument could also be made for emphasizing the distinction between cold-blooded
and hot-blooded aggression, we have reasonable arguments to refrain from modelling the cases where the two meet for now. In extensions of the model this
could nevertheless be a logical next step. Because of their qualitatively different
response to different approaches in terms of either aggressor emotional state or
believed benefit, it was also infeasible to model the two different aggressor types
by solely adjusting parameter settings.
The reactive-proactive dychotomy is not undisputed, and it has also been
claimed that the two operate on a continuum rather than being two qualitatively separate entities [10]. Although it could be interesting to explore settings
in which aggressive agents are not necessarily completely reactive or proactive,
the fact that the model uses qualitatively different rule sets in many instances
(the reactive aggressor’s behaviour is primarily based on his emotional state, and
the proactive aggressor’s behaviour entirely on his believed benefit of further aggression) makes this very difficult. Additionally we could question whether the
arguments posed against the dychotomy are relevant to our setting. The main
problems that are pointed out in [10] are that the dychotomy can easily be confused with the automatic versus controlled information processing dychotomy
and that there can be multiple motives for aggression, some of which may be impulsive and related to anger (reactive) and others premeditated and therefore
instrumental (proactive). With respect to the first point, the aggressor emotional state would be automatic and the believed benefit controlled. However,
we already discussed how in the reactive aggressor, believed benefit might not
always be something the aggressor is consciously aware of (controlled). It might
be fair to say that our interpretation of this cognitive state is dual in this respect,
as we interpreted going from a high believed benefit to a low believed benefit
to be similar to ’bringing the aggressor to reason’, i.e. going from automatic
to controlled. The second point is very hard to deal with, not only because
our model does not specifically account for the motives behind the aggression,
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but also because it is practically impossible for a de-escalator to determine the
exact causes of anger when carried over from a different situation of which she
is unaware. From our side we conclude this discussion with the additional fact
that conversations with domain experts made it clear that the dychotomy is
very useful in practice.
Looking at the concept of patience, it should be noted that the additional
dynamics it provides can easily be negated or changed by adjusting the value of
the θaggressor patience parameter. For example, setting the value infinitely high
would give us an aggressor that will not succumb to the pressures of impatience.
The primary reason for implementing it was to achieve plausible results in case
of indefinite interaction between the aggressor and de-escalator. In this case a
sort of dynamic equilibrium is reached in which the situation does not escalate
but does not completely de-escalate either. After all, it does not make sense to
assume that interactions could last for an infinite period of time as this does not
happen in practice either. A secondary reason was that under optimal circumstances and current threshold parameter settings, a proactive aggressor would
never turn physically violent without the use of patience. This is because his
believed benefit is now partially depending on the aggressor’s emotional display,
which in turn is always going to be relatively low due to the proactive aggressor’s modest non-verbal display.
With respect to the cycle of aggression there is an important difference between phase 2 and phase 3a, as the de-escalator is supposed to use different
approaches towards an aggressor in one of these phases. In our simulations, the
de-escalator always had perfect knowledge about the aggressor’s emotional state
and phase thresholds, but it is unlikely that this is always the case in reality.
This uncertainty in reality raises some doubts as to whether the rules that we
use to determine which approach is the most effective (or natural) way of doing
things. One possible improvement could be to use the following heuristic. When
in doubt, use the supportive approach. If the situation gets worse, start using
the directive approach. Once the directive approach no longer works, switch back
to the supportive approach. Although prone to making some mistakes during
periods of uncertainty, this heuristic should quickly get the de-escalator to use
the correct approaches.
One last thing to note, is that the believed aggressor emotional state actually
refers to the aggressor’s believed benefit when the de-escalator is dealing with
a proactive aggressor. This is the case because it is the proactive aggressor’s
believed benefit that prescribes his behaviour, and the observation of this behaviour consequently influences the believed aggressor emotional state. It might
be more accurate to enrich the de-escalator with a belief about the aggressor’s
believed benefit when dealing with a proactive aggressor, but since this would
not make any difference in practice under the current rule set, and because
it does not seem impossible for the de-escalator to still look at the proactive
aggressor as an emotional entity, we refrain from this for now. It is mostly a
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matter of terminology.

8.3

Beyond the Horizons of the STRESS Project

From the literature study it became clear that there is sort of a gap when it
comes to research on aggression de-escalation. Research on the two types of
aggression (reactive and proactive) for example, is mostly conducted from either a juridical point of view or in terms of child-development. Research from
a practical point of view, focussing on healthy adults, seems relatively rare.
De-escalation research on the other hand, usually focusses only on reactive aggression (see Section 2.3). As a result, the documentation describing how to
deal with aggressive people (including proactive ones) seems to be largely based
on practical experience. Although it may be somewhat presumptuus to try and
explain the absense of one single coherent theory, the reason might very well be
that it is difficult to put adults into controlled situations where they are genuinly aggressive. Children on the other hand, are usually unaware of being in
an experiment as their parents are the ones consenting their participation. Because of the sparse research on de-escalating situations with aggressive adults,
the theory on which our model is based is mostly a result of combining scientific research with guidelines based on practical experience. In light of this, our
model could actually be seen as an attempt to construct a more complete theory
of aggression de-escalation in general. However, this came at the cost of having
to make quite a lot of assumptions. For this reason, it would be extremely interesting to see what people with a lot of experience in aggression de-escalation
have to say about it. Discussing the results of this project with domain experts
could be a first step in this direction.
To our knowledge, the computational model of aggression de-escalation presented, is the first of its kind. Consequently, the same thing holds for using
such a model as a basis for developing a conversational agent, as we did when
developing the application. Similar to research on aggression de-escalation, the
approaches taken to develop applications that provide some sort of de-escalation
training are very specific, for example focussing on mental health patiens [15],
childeren 4 , or patients in regular hospitals 5 . Additionally, the scenarios that
have been developed in these applications seem to be based on practical experience, and the flow of the conversations seems mostly predefined. Admittedly
though, although they lack the genericity provided by our model, it could be
questioned whether our model applies as well to dealing with mental health
patients and childeren as it does to the general population.

4 http://sirenproject.eu/
5 http://www.ijsfontein.com/projecten/serious-game_agressie-aanpakken/
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Conclusion

In this paper we presented a computational model of de-escalation. The model
should be able to fulfill the role of a decision-making model in the system envisioned by the STRESS project, which aims to develop a virtual-reality based
training environment for aggression de-escalation. In Section 2 we discussed the
two main theoretical foundations upon which this model was built. First of all
we made use of a de-escalation protocol that stressed the importance of emotion
regulation, situational judgement and correctly approaching an aggressive person. Secondly, we made a distinction between two prevalent types of aggression,
reactive and proactive, that have been found to require distinctive approaches in
practice. The behaviour of the reactive aggressor on the one hand, was defined
as being mostly emotional by using a cycle of aggression. Proactive aggression
on the other hand, was characterised more rationally by using a cycle of believed benefit. Furthermore, we showed how both aggressors require separate
approaches in order to be calmed down. In Section 3 we identified the relevant
concepts and their relations to design a conceptual model of a multi-agent system with two agents, a de-escalator and an aggressor.
Having formalised this model with the LEADSTO language in Section 4
and 5, we conducted simulation experiments in Section 6. These experiments
showed that the model is able to simulate characteristic scenarios. Included were
scenarios in which the ability of the de-escalator to adhere to the de-escalation
protocol influenced how well situations were eventually de-escalated, and scenarios in which the de-escalator had to deal with either reactive or proactive
aggression. Section 7 described how the model could be used in practice by using
it to design a basic de-escalation training application. The aggressor component
of the model was used to direct the behaviour of the aggressor, while a user could
take the de-escalator component’s place. The de-escalator model was used to
analyse the user’s behaviour and allow for the application to provide support in
the form of textual feedback. With this section we not only aimed to complete
the cycle of modelling (figure 2), but we also tried to build a bridge between
our computational model of de-escalation and the STRESS project. Compared
to the current approach, one of the main benefits of our model seemed to be
that it allows for generic scenario writing in which multiple options are always
available for the aggressive agent. The chosen option would no longer have to
depend solely on the actions of a trainee, but could also be made dependent
on the internal states of the aggressor. Additionally, the generic script writing
makes it possible to simulate many different scenarios by simply changing some
parameter settings. In Section 8 we discussed various possibilities for further
research, the assumptions and limitations of our model, and how this thesis is
related to scientific research outside the STRESS project.
The contribution of this thesis to the STRESS project is that it offers some
clear benefits by allowing for generic script writing and a more dynamic display
of aggressor behaviour. Additionally, even without the inclusion of an ’affec91
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tive model component’, it is already possible to provide a user with supportive
feedback. Furthermore, the thesis provides a stronger theoretical foundation
for parts of the system (see figure 1) that could utilise the model, especially
the decision-making component. Nevertheless, as should have become apparent
from all the alternatives and improvements we considered, and as is the case for
virtually all models in any discipline, there is still more than enough room for
improvement and future research.
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Behavioural Cues, Do’s, and Don’ts

Behavioural Cues and Warning Signs
Late for an appointment or continuous tardiness
Accompanying family members who are irritable or sick, or crying children
Loud speech, yelling, or use of profanity
Making disparaging or threatening remarks
Boasting about past violence or carrying a weapon
Increasing demands for immediate attention
Telling others he/she is getting upset or losing control
Increasing psycho-motor activity (pacing), inability to sit down, easily startled
Tense posture (hands clenched or gripping a chair/purse/family member)
Defiant, provocative, or intimidating body positioning (hands on hips, finger-pointing,
angry impatient stare)
Pushing furniture, slamming objects
Flushed face
Smell of alcohol or known history of drug abuse
History of violence or psychiatric problems
Unusual behaviour (motionless, hallucinating, standing in a corner, present for an unscheduled appointment)

Table 20: Behavioural cues and warning signs that can be observed during the
cycle of aggression, taken from [3].

Verbal do’s and don’ts
Address the person by his/her surname
Ask the person how you can help
The louder the person yells, the softer you should speak
Be honest, confident, and accurate with information
Avoid arguing or challenging the person
Avoid sounding judgmental, punitive, threatening, or accusatory
Listen carefully to what the person says
Use terms that are concrete, absolute, and stated positively
Repeat yourself as needed
Use open-ended questions
Do not return blame or make excuses; be professional
Use the patient’s words if possible
Do not personalise the situation, comments, or tone
Keep communication brief

Table 21: Verbal do’s and don’ts, taken from [3].
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Non-verbal do’s and don’ts
Maintain a calm manner
Do not touch the person
Position yourself slightly more than an arm’s length away and slightly to the side of the
person
Face the person so he/she can see you
Stand or sit as the person is standing or sitting
Maintain a level, intermittent eye contact
If necessary, allow the person to pace; do not move toward the person
Do not cross your arms
Do not point
Keep hands visible and still
The more agitated the person becomes, the more space she/he will require
Keep the door open; do not block the way out
Do not make any sudden moves/gestures
If possible, move the person to a quiet private place visible to other staff
If you are feeling tense, take deep breaths
Do not isolate yourself with a person that has a history of assaultive behaviours
Document the situation

Table 22: Nonverbal do’s and don’ts, taken from [3].
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Concept Definitions

Aggressor Concepts
observed verbal behaviour
observed non-verbal behaviour

emotional state

believed benefit

performed verbal behaviour

performed non-verbal behaviour

performed physical violence

Definition
Observations of what the de-escalator says. Its value is
qualitative and indicates the de-escalator’s approach.
Observations of the de-escalator’s non-verbal behaviour. A high value indicates a lot of physiological
arousal and thus emotional tension, a low value the
reverse.
Represents how emotional the aggressor is, more
specifically his level of anger. A high value indicates a
lot of emotional tension, a low value the reverse.
Represents how beneficial the aggressor considers further violence to be. A high value indicates that the aggressor considers aggressive behaviour to be very benificial, a low value the reverse.
Represents the aggressor’s verbal statements. A high
value indicates very aggressive statements, a low value
non-aggressive ones.
Represents how the aggressor behaves non-verbally in
terms of cues that indicate physiological arousal corresponding to emotional tension. A high value indicates
many cues or very visible ones, a low value the reverse.
Represents whether or not the aggressor is physically
violent.

Table 23: Definitions of concepts used in the aggressor model.
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De-escalator Concepts
observed verbal behaviour

observed non-verbal behaviour

emotional state

belief about nature

belief about possibilities

belief about aggressor emotional state

intention of verbal behaviour

performed verbal behaviour

performed non-verbal behaviour

CONCEPT DEFINITIONS

Definition
Observations of what the aggressor says. A high
value indicates that the aggressor makes very aggressive statements, a low value the reverse.
Observations of the aggressor’s non-verbal behaviour. A high value indicates a lot of physiological arousal and thus emotional tension, a
low value the reverse.
Represents how emotional the de-escalator is. A
high value indicates a lot of emotional tension, a
low value the reverse.
Represents whether the de-escalator considers
the aggressor to be reactively or proactively aggressive, or not aggressive at all.
Represents the approaches (letting go, supportive, directive, and calling for support) the deescalator considers possible in the current situation.
Represents how emotional the de-escalator believes the aggressor to be. A high value indicates a lot of emotional tension, a low value the
reverse.
Represents which verbal approach (letting go,
supportive, directive, or calling for support) the
de-escalator intends to perform.
Represents what verbal statements the deescalator makes. These statements can be classified as belonging to a certain approach (letting
go, supportive, directive, and calling for support). In terms of the STRESS system they correspond to the various options that the trainee
can select.
Represents how the de-escalator behaves nonverbally in terms of cues that indicate physiological arousal corresponding to emotional tension. A low value indicates many cues or very
visible ones, a low value the reverse. In terms
of the STRESS system this corresponds to the
intensity of physiological measurements.

Table 24: Definitions of concepts used in the de-escalator model.
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Experimental Parameters

This appendix describes the default parameter values that were used to conduct
the simulation experiments in Section 6, and design the appliction in Section
7. Essentially, these parameter values are the result of the iterative process
we mentioned in the introduction, a process in which we went back and forth
between evaluating the model and re-designing it. This means that we came
to the parameter values by means of trial and error, gradually adjusting them
until the model was able to display the characteristic patterns in Section 6.
Consequently, the parameter values lack a strong theoretical foundation, and
are instead selected ’because they work’, i.e. for their practical value. This
seems to be the best we can do, since other than the model displaying theoretically characteristic behaviour, there is not much to go on in terms of the
model’s performance. We lack empirical data which could potentially be used
to tailor the model’s parameters towards the behaviour of a single aggessor or
de-escalator, but even then there is no reason why we should consider such a
model superior to a model tailored to another person. Furthermore, there is
no reason to assume that the configuration of parameter values presented is the
only viable one. A simple scaling of all values to a range other than [0,1] for
example, should not make much of a practical difference. Most importantly,
the parameter configuration should allow manipulation of the agent’s abilities
or ’personalities’, such that the manipulation of variables allows the simulation
of the characteristic scenarios.
In what follows, the different types of parameters are presented in tabular
form. Because the arguments for this particular configuration are mostly practical, the text that accompanies the tables is largely a chronological account of
how the values came about. Since the parameter tuning was highly unstructured, this is the closest we can get to providing some insight in the choices
that were made. It should also shed some light on how the current parameter
configuration can be manipulated.

C.1

Threshold Parameters

The following table displays threshold parameters. These parameters are primarily used as a means to distinguish qualitatively different types of behaviour.
As discussed in Section 8.2, it is desirable to keep the θreactive nature lower than
the θaggressive nature , in order to keep reactive aggressors from showing proactive behaviour. Additionally, the parameters describing phase boundaries for
the cycles of aggression and ’believed benefit’ should be ordered, for example
because phase 1 should always procede phase 2, regardless of which cycle we are
interested in. In choosing the respective threshold values, we kept the ranges
of phase 1 up to 3b for the reactive aggressor, and of phase 1 up to 2b for the
proactive aggressor relatively large. The reason is that a lot of the dynamics
were expected to occur while the aggressor resides in one of these phases. After
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the aggressor has moved past the ’point of no return’ (see Section 5.3.1), the
ranges of the phases are relatively short because the de-escalator can do little
to stop the aggressor from turning violent anyway. To keep things simple, the
threshold values for proactive aggression are similar to those of the reactive aggressor, be it that there is of course, one less phase to consider.
The parameters θaggressive nature and θreactive nature are closely linked to
respectively the aggressor’s observed verbal and non-verbal behaviour. Once
de-escalator’s observed verbal behaviour surpasses θaggressive nature , this indicates that the other person is aggressive. Since according to our interpretation
of both the cycle of believed benefit and aggression, aggressive behaviour starts
in phase 2, it makes sense to make θaggressive nature equal to this value, so 0.3.
The value for θreactive nature should be such that it does not easily allow for
an aggressor to become proactive after first being reactive. This could happen
for example, if a reactive aggressor is calmed down to such an extent that he is
still considered aggressive with respect to θaggressive nature , while his performed
non-verbal behaviour drops below θreactive nature . Due to the formulae used to
come to the aggressor’s performed behaviour, verbal and non-verbal behaviour
are never very far apart. This means that by keeping θreactive nature sufficiently
lower than θaggressive nature , we can prevent the aggressor’s nature from changing during runtime. During all experiments, a difference of 0.1 appeared large
enough to achieve this, which is why θreactive nature was set to 0.2. The last
threshold listed is θaggressor patience . This parameter was set to 150, as it was
usually before this point in the simulations that it became clear whether the
de-escalator would be able to de-escalate the situation, or whether it would take
too long or would not happen at all.
Threshold Parameter
θaggressive nature
θreactive nature
θreactive aggressor phase 2
θreactive aggressor phase 3a
θreactive aggressor phase 3b
θreactive aggressor phase 4
θde escalator phase 2 reactive
θde escalator phase 3a reactive
θde escalator phase 3b reactive
θproactive aggressor phase 2a
θproactive aggressor phase 2b
θproactive aggressor phase 3
θde escalator phase 2a proactive
θde escalator phase 2b proactive
θaggressor patience

Value
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.6
0.9
0.99
0.3
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.9
0.99
0.3
0.9
150

Table 25: Threshold parameters used in the model.
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Update Speed Parameters

In the section on the experiments we came across fluctuating values of the aggressor emotional state and his believed benefit, said to be caused by the time
it takes people to adjust to new situations. We can explain these fluctuations
as follows. The downward movements are caused by the correct approach being applied; either a directive approach when the aggressor is in phase 3a, or
a supportive approach when the aggressor is in phase 2 of the cycle of aggression. The upward movements occur when the wrong approach is being applied;
either a supportive approach when the aggressor is in phase 3a, or a directive
approach when the aggressor is in phase 2 of the cycle of aggression. Every time
the aggressor switches between these two phases, he starts to respond differently
towards the de-escalator’s behaviour. Consecutively, the new response has to
be performed by the aggressor, and only then can the de-escalator observe this
response. After that the de-escalator still has to come up with a judgement of
the new situation, form an intention to behave differently herself, and perform
it. It then takes another two time steps from the aggressor’s observations to
actually adjusting his behaviour to the new approach taken by the de-escalator.
During this time the aggressor has still been observing the approach to his previous state, i.e. the wrong one, which explains the upward movement. The
downward movement in turn, occurs once the aggressor starts to observe the
correct approach being applied.
This brings us to the update speed parameters, which, if they are lower than
one, cause an additional delay as in this case it will take more than one time
step for the concept in the consequent of the relation to adjust to its predecessor
in the cognitive cycle. During the iterative phase of the modelling process, 0.1
was chosen as the default value for all update speed parameters. Under this
configuration however, a problem arose in which the downward movements of
the two variables seemed to cancel out the upward movements, leading to a
dynamic equilibrium between the believed aggressor emotional state and the
aggressor emotional state. This equilibrium did not necessarily entail one single
repetition, but could also follow a more complex repetition of series of fluctuations. In any case, what is essentially going on is that the believed aggressor
emotional state is high when the actual aggressor emotional state is low, and
vice versa.
This was problematic in getting the model to behave according to the characteristic scenarios, particularly those in which the de-escalator had to switch
between a supportive and directive approach (e.g. experiment 2 for the reactive
aggressor), since it is here that the fluctuations occur. The model’s tendency
to end up in endless repetitions of similar patterns meant that the dynamics
had to be unbalanced. The solution we opted for was to dramatically decrease
the delay caused by udpate speed parameters in order to increase the agents’
’processing speed’. Simply put, this meant changing several update speed parameters (ωapvb , ωapnvb , and ωbaes ) to a value of 1, such that there is no ad-
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ditional delay in updating the believed aggressor emotional state besides the
delay caused by the modelling approach. This largely solved the problem of
the randomly occuring dynamic equilibria, as the two concepts in question now
showed less divergence from one another.
The values of the update speed parameters used for the aggressor’s internal
states (ωb and ωaes ) were divided by two to give the dynamics more time to
develop, and to ensure that the de-escalator would have enough time to make
a good decision. The importance of the latter becomes clear when we consider
the practical application in which one choice by the user forms the input for
the computation of multiple time steps. We should note that this configuration
is by no means the only possibility. Values lower than one, for example, gave
equally satisfying results, be it that the longer the delay, the larger the model’s
tendency to produce the dynamic equilibria. Since the proactive aggressor does
not use an emotional state, ωaes is zero for this agent.
The last update speed parameter worth mentioning is ωself control . Its value
should be in range N, rather than [0,1], and the choice for respectively 25 and 40
was purely practical. Lower values give the de-escalator little time to call for support, whereas higher values make the time which actual escalation into physical
violence takes seem unreasonably long. The value for the proactive aggressor is
slightly higher because believed benefit values tend to increase somewhat faster
than those of the aggressor’s emotional state. The higher value simply makes
phase 2b of the cycle of believed benefit last about as long as phase 3b of the
cycle of aggression.
Update Speed Parameter
ωb
ωaes
ωapvb
ωapnvb
ωself control

R
0.05
0.05
1
1
25

P
0.05
0
1
1
40

Table 26: Update speed parameters used in the aggressor model. The values
used for the reactive aggressor can be found under R and those used for the
proactive aggressor under P

Update Speed Parameter
ωes
ωbaes
ωpnvb

Value
0.1
1
0.1

Table 27: Update speed parameters used in the de-escalator model.
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Connection Strengths

The following table containis the connection strengths used in both aggressor
models, and because most of them are quite specific, we will treat them as they
come. When a connection strength is zero, this means that it is not being used
by the respective type of aggressor. When its value is one on the other hand, this
means that for this type of aggressor, it is the only connection strength being
used. Other than that, the connections that the connection strengths represent
are not the only ones influencing their target state property, in which case their
combined sum equals one. The only exception is ωb apnvb , used by the proactive aggressor. Its value of 0.19 ensures that the proactive aggressor’s performed
non-verbal behaviour can never reach an intensity of 0.2, i.e. θreactive nature . We
earlier discussed how keeping θreactive nature lower than θaggressive nature ensures
that a reactive aggressor will not suddenly start to show proactive behaviour.
The value of ωb apnvb prevents the reverse from happening. This shows that
although it can be reasonably argued that connection strengths of connections
that do not combine, as well as having a value of one, are superfluous, it can still
be useful to have them. Taking a somewhat antropomorphistic view we could
state that by lowering connection strengths it becomes possible to target very
specific parts of the aggressor’s cognitive behaviour. Examples where something
similar happens when multiple connection strengths combine, can be found in
experiments three for the reactive aggressor and two for the proactive aggressor. When multiple connection strengths combine, the initial approach was to
give both states default values of 0.5. Again there is one exception, namely for
ωanvb aes and ωb aes . The reason was purely practical, as this seemed to aid in
unbalancing the tendency of the believed and actual aggressor emotional state
to form the dynamic equlibria we discussed earlier.
The connection strengths used for the de-escalator model are fairly straightforward as they all have their default values.
Connection Strength
ωb apvb
ωaes apvb
ωb apnvb
ωaes apnvb
ωanvb aes
ωb aes
ωb ppv
ωaes ppv
ωb b
ωnvb b

R
0.5
0.5
0
1
0.55
0.45
0
1
0.5
0.5

P
1
0
0.19
0
0
0
1
0
0.5
0.5

Table 28: Connection strengths used in the aggressor model. The values used
for the reactive aggressor can be found under R and those used for the proactive
aggressor under P
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Connection Strength
ωnvb baes
ωvb baes
ωvb es
ωnvb es
ωes pnvb

Value
1
1
0.5
0.5
1

Table 29: Connection strengths used in the de-escalator model.
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Example Scenario
Verbal Behaviour

This Appendix shows an example of a scenario that is generic enough to utilise
the model’s presumed benefits, and that follows the general structure described
in Section 7.2.5. Besides the first statement made by the de-escalator, there
are always four possible choices for the de-escalator, and five for the aggressor. The de-escalator’s choices comprise his four possible approaches (letting
go, supportive, directive, and calling for support). Since letting go and calling
for support end the conversation, these sentences are not required to adhere to
the structure of the scenario as much, and can be left the same throughout it.
The aggressor’s sentences are of an increasingly aggressive nature (see table 15).
We should note that since the scenario is primarily used to illustrate the application with several examples, it has not been subject to much scrutiny. The
sentences are all based on common sense, and on and what we have written
about aggression and de-escalation so far. A lot of inspiration is drawn from
table 20 and the verbal do’s in table 21. Although in this particular scenario
the de-escalator is male, by changing the word ’man’ to ’lady’ we could easily
account for users of the other gender.
Initiation: The de-escalator tells the aggressor to check in.
de-escalator

a.

”Excuse me sir, I noticed you forgot to check in. Could you please
go back and do so?”

Interaction 1: The aggressor explains he has no credit on his chip card. The deescalator explains about the possibility to buy a ticket on the tram.
aggressor

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

” I’m sorry sir. My chip card is out of credit.”
”It’s OK driver. I don’t have any credit left on my chip card, but I only
have to go one stop. Please just let me hitch a ride, OK?”
”Oh come on! I just ran out of credit, but I only have to go to the next
stop man. Is it really that big of a deal?”
”What was that? I can’t ride this tram just because I forgot to put
credit on that damned chip card?”
”There’s no credit on my card, but who the hell do you think you are
telling me what to do son? I’ll remember that face of yours, you hear
me?”
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”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
”Don’t worry sir. If you cannot use your chip card, it is possible to
buy a regular ticket from my colleague.”
”That’s not how this works sir. In your case, you will either have to
buy a ticket from my colleague or leave this vehicle. If not, I will be
obliged to give you a fine.”
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out. ”

Interaction 2: The aggressor tries to get out of having to buy a ticket. The deescalator informs the aggressor about the company’s policy.

aggressor

a.
b.

”No problem, I get it. I should have paid more attention to my credit.”
”Look sir. I see what you’re getting at, but it’s just that there’s no
credit on my chip card. Can’t you just do me a favour this once? I only
need to go one stop you see...”
”Seriously? Help a brother out man... just this once OK? There is no
credit on my chip card, but I only have to go one stop. You will do me
a favour, right?”
”Yeah, yeah. Whatever. My chip card ran out of credit. What do you
want me to do, miss this ride? It’s just one stop man...”
”Who do you think you are, telling me what to do? Let me tell you
this. I only have to go one stop, and you really don’t want to get on
my nerves about this.”

c.

d.
e.

de-escalator

a.
b.

c.

d.

”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
”Unfortunately our policy states that I cannot let you take a ride
unless you have some sort of a ticket, even if it is just a short ride.
My colleague can help you with the ticket, she is right over there.”
”Sorry sir. It’s company policy. It doesn’t matter whether you are
taking a long or a short ride. If you don’t buy a ticket I will have to
ask you to leave this tram.”
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out. ”
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Interaction 3: The aggressor explains that he has no money on him. The de-escalator
informs the aggressor about the chip card machine on the platform.
aggressor

a.

”I see. I guess that’s very sensible sir. I’m out of cash right now, but I
will figure something out.”
”I understand about the rules, but is there really nothing you can do
for me here? I don’t have any cash on me right now, you see?”
”Can’t you ignore that policy of yours for once? I don’t have any cash
on me, so you’ll just let me take this ride for free, alright?”
”So this is what you people are all about hah? Pushing your policy and
getting on my nerves like this. I don’t have any cash on me right now,
so it ain’t gonna happen. You got that?”
”You think I wouldn’t buy a ticket if I could? Aren’t you the guy that’s
on Tuesday’s night shift? When there are hardly any other travellers
around?”

b.
c.
d.

e.

de-escalator

a.
b.

c.

d.

”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
”I understand your problem sir. If you cannot buy a ticket, there
is a chip card machine on the platform where you can upgrade your
credit.”
”In that case the only thing you can do is go to the platform and
use the chip card machine to upgrade your ticket. I cannot let this
tram leave unless all passengers have paid for the ride.”
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out. ”

Interaction 4: The aggressor explains he is in a hurry. The de-escalator informs the
aggressor about the next tram that leaves.
aggressor

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

”I’m in a real hurry so I can’t really afford to miss this ride. But I guess
there are no other options here.”
”Please just let me tag along this once. I will miss this tram if I go
outside to upgrade my credit. I’m in a real hurry you see...”
”I can’t go outside to upgrade my credit... I will miss my ride! Look
man, I really don’t have time for this right now.”
”Yeah right! Do you really think I’m gonna miss this ride by stepping out of this vehicle? There’s no way, I don’t have time for your
nonsense.”
”You can stop right there! I’m in too much of a hurry and I am not
missing this ride. Just get out of my way if you know what’s good for
you.”
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”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
”That’s an unfortunate situation sir, but don’t worry. The next tram
leaves in only seven minutes, so you shouldn’t end up with too much
delay.”
”There is nothing I can do for you sir. Either you leave this tram
to upgrade your credit and take the next ride, or we do not leave at
all.”
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out. ”

Interaction 5: The aggressor explains about his daughter. The de-escalator explains
there is nothing else he can do.
aggressor

a.

”OK, I will just have to take the next tram and pray that I will make
my appointment with my daughter.”
”You have to understand... If I have to take the next tram I will be
late... It’s my daughter alright, I can’t be late today. Not today of all
days!”
”Can you please just close an eye this once? I had this horrible morning,
and now I’m late to see my daughter. It’s really important I get there
in time, so loosen up a little, will you?”
”What kind of person are you? Are you trying to keep me away from
my daughter? I don’t care what you say, I have to get to her as soon
as possible.”
”If I don’t get on this tram right now, I’m going to be late to see my
daughter. I’ve dealt with your kind before you know. No one gets
between me and my daughter you hear me?”

b.

c.

d.

e.

de-escalator

a.
b.

c.

d.

”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
”It sounds like you have a lot on your mind right now, but I cannot
bend the rules for you sir. The fastest way for you to get to your
daughter now, is to upgrade your credit and take the upcoming
tram.”
”I understand the situation, but I have a job to do sir. You have
to step outside now. This tram isn’t leaving before you do, which
means you are delaying the other passengers.”
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out. ”
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Interaction 6: The aggressor explains about his upcoming custody hearing. The
de-escalator restates his position on the matter.
aggressor

a.

”I get it. I’ll just get off your tram now. I just hope this isn’t going to
blow back on me during my upcoming custody hearing...”
”I’m begging you here man. I’ve got a custody hearing coming up and
I really can’t afford to be late today...”
”You’re killing me here OK? I can’t be late with this custody hearing
coming up... Why can’t you see that?”
”I’m getting so sick and tired of this! I’ve got a custody hearing coming
up, and because of you I’m about to lose the right to see my daughter.
Does your company policy include treating your passengers like a bunch
of dogs? ”
”I’ve had it with you. Because of you I’m going to lose my custody
hearing. But just you wait, I’ll get you for this.”

b.
c.
d.

e.

de-escalator

a.
b.

c.

d.

”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
”Sir, I’m afraid I’ve done everything I can for you. I’m asking you
once again to please step out of the vehicle so the other passengers
will not be delayed.”
”Sir, that’s enough. If you do not step out of this vehicle, I will have
to call my colleagues. You will have to sort this out with them so
we can stick to our schedule.”
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out. ”
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Aggressor Non-Verbal Behaviour

We consider 5 different descriptions of the aggressors non-verbal behaviour. In relation to the STRESS project’s system, we can consider these to be descriptions of the
graphics used to simulate the aggressor’s movements and expressions. The descriptions correspond to phases in the cycle of aggression, as outlined in section 7.2.5, and
are largely based on the information in table 20.

APNVB range
AP N V B < 0.3

0.3 ≤ AP N V B < 0.5

0.5 ≤ AP N V B < 0.7

0.7 ≤ AP N V B < 0.9

0.9 ≤ AP N V B

description
The aggressor is talking to you with a non-elevated voice. He is
standing in one place, and in a controlled and calm manner, uses
his hands to support his words.
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice at times, and
seems a little distraught. This is emphasised with a hand gesture,
after which he crosses his arms.
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice, and seems somewhat distraught. He makes a few expressive hand gestures and
then firmly grabs hold of his bag.
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling,
voice. He looks upset and is constantly making very expressive
hand gestures.
The aggressor is shouting at you, and looks outright angry. He is
moving back and forth, and his body language seems downright
erratic.
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Example Conversations

This appendix contains three example conversations that are the result of interacting
with the aggressor under different parameter and variable settings.. Since the full
application output includes some instructions, we will not present screenshots here,
but rather transcripts of the actual conversations that include the aggressor’s and
de-escalator’s (our own estimation) non-verbal output. In the transcripts we will use
the following abbreviations: nvb (non-verbal behaviour), vb (verbal behaviour), aggr
(aggressor), ees (estimated emotional response).

D.3.1

Example 1: Successful de-escalation

In this first example, we show what happens if we successfully de-escalate a situation
in which the aggressor has a reactive nature and enters the tram in phase 3a of the
cycle of aggression. Similar to the experiments, this is achieved by setting the initial AES and B values to 0.8, and the hasNature variable to ’reactive’. This scenario
corresponds well to one in which the aggressive person carries over a lot of emotional
tension from other parts of his life, in this case Bob’s family issues. To successfully
calm him down, as a user, we select only the corerct approaches and evaluate our
emotional state between moderate and low.

user vb

”Excuse me sir, I noticed you forgot to check in. Could you please go back
and do so?”

aggr vb

”What was that? I can’t ride this tram just because I forgot to put credit on
that damned chip card?”
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling, voice. He looks
upset and is constantly making very expressive hand gestures.
”That’s not how this works sir. You will either have to buy a ticket or leave
this vehicle. If not, I will be obliged to give you a fine.”
5

aggr nvb
user vb
user ees
aggr vb

aggr nvb
user vb

user ees
aggr vb
aggr nvb

user vb
user ees

”Seriously? Help a brother out man... just this once OK? There is no credit
on my chip card, but I only have to go one stop. You will do me a favour,
right?”
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling, voice. He looks
upset and is constantly making very expressive hand gestures.
”Sorry sir. It’s company policy. It doesn’t matter whether you are taking a
long or a short ride. If you don’t buy a ticket I will have to ask you to leave
this tram.”
3
”I understand about the rules, but is there really nothing you can do for me
here? I don’t have any cash on me right now, you see?”
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice, and seems somewhat distraught. He makes a few expressive hand gestures and then firmly grabs hold
of his bag.
”I understand your problem sir. If you cannot buy a ticket, there is a chip
card machine on the platform where you can upgrade your credit.”
2
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”Please just let me tag along this once. I will miss this tram if I go outside to
upgrade my credit. I’m in a real hurry you see...”
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice, and seems somewhat distraught. He makes a few expressive hand gestures and then firmly grabs hold
of his bag.
”That’s an unfortunate situation sir, but don’t worry. The next tram leaves
in only seven minutes, so you shouldn’t end up with too much delay.”
2
”OK, I will just have to take the next tram and pray that I will make my
appointment with my daughter.”
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice at times, and seems a little
distraught. This is emphasised with a hand gesture, after which he crosses his
arms.
”Alright then. Have a nice day sir.”
1

Training Result

De-escalation successful: situation de-escalated

Feedback

Congratulations. You did a good job!
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Example 2: Failure to remain calm

In the second example, Bob brings fewer emotions with him (AES = 0.5, B = 0.5). As
a user, we apply the correct approaches but fail to keep our emotions in check (constant high values). Essentially, it is now the user that carries over a lot of emotions.

user vb

”Excuse me sir, I noticed you forgot to check in. Could you please go back
and do so?”

aggr vb

”It’s OK driver. I don’t have any credit left on my chip card, but I only have
to go one stop. Please just let me hitch a ride, OK?”
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice, and seems somewhat distraught. He makes a few expressive hand gestures and then firmly grabs hold
of his bag.
”Don’t worry sir. If you cannot use your chip card, it is possible to buy a
regular ticket from my colleague.”
10

aggr nvb

user vb
user ees
aggr vb

aggr nvb

user vb

user ees
aggr vb
aggr nvb
user vb

user ees

”Look sir. I see what you’re getting at, but it’s just that there’s no credit on
my chip card. Can’t you just do me a favour this once? I only need to go one
stop you see...”
The aggressor speaks with a slightly raised voice, and seems somewhat distraught. He makes a few expressive hand gestures and then firmly grabs hold
of his bag.
”Unfortunately our policy states that I cannot let you take a ride unless you
have some sort of a ticket, even if it is just a short ride. My colleague can help
you with the ticket, she is right over there.”
10
”Can’t you ignore that policy of yours for once? I don’t have any cash on me,
so you’ll just let me take this ride for free, alright?”
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling, voice. He looks
upset and is constantly making very expressive hand gestures.
”In that case the only thing you can do is go to the platform and use the chip
card machine to upgrade your ticket. I cannot let this tram leave unless all
passengers have paid for the ride.”
10
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”Please just let me tag along this once. I will miss this tram if I go outside to
upgrade my credit. I’m in a real hurry you see...”
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling, voice. He looks
upset and is constantly making very expressive hand gestures.
”There is nothing I can do for you sir. Either you leave this tram to upgrade
your credit and take the next ride, or we do not leave at all.”
10
”You have to understand... If I have to take the next tram I will be late... It’s
my daughter alright, I can’t be late today. Not today of all days!”
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling, voice. He looks
upset and is constantly making very expressive hand gestures..
”I understand the situation, but I have a job to do sir. You have to step outside
now. This tram isn’t leaving before you do, which means you are delaying the
other passengers.”
10
”I’m begging you here man. I’ve got a custody hearing coming up and I really
can’t afford to be late today...”
The aggressor is talking with a raised, and at times trembling, voice. He looks
upset and is constantly making very expressive hand gestures.
”Sir, that’s enough. If you do not step out of this vehicle, I will have to call
my colleagues. You will have to sort this out with them so we can stick to our
schedule.”
10

training result

De-escalation unsuccessful: situation unresolved

application request

During the training session, what did you think the nature of the
aggression was? Choose between reactive and proactive.

user response

reactive

feedback

You failed to de-escalate the situation. You correctly judged that
the aggression was of a reactive nature, and applied the right approach. However, you failed to de-escalate the situation because
you did not manage to remain sufficiently calm. The reactive
aggressor you dealt with therefore saw you as a threat, and this
made him feel he had to fight you for control over the situation. Next time, try to remember that the aggression is probably
nothing personal, and that by staying calm yourself, you are more
likely to calm down the aggressive person as well. Taking a deep
breath before giving a reply can be very helpful to achieve this.
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Example 3: Escalation

In this last example, we will consider Bob to be a proactive aggressor with a fairly
strong belief that aggression is going to get him a free trip (B = 0.5). We, as a user,
pick the wrong approach and evaluate our emotional state as extremely high. This
corresponds to a de-escalator that considers the aggressor to be reactive, which would
mean that based on his low believed aggressor emotional state, the best approach
would be to be supportive. Additionally, the de-escalator fails to regulate his emotions.

user vb

”Excuse me sir, I noticed you forgot to check in. Could you please go back
and do so?”

aggr vb

”It’s OK driver. I don’t have any credit left on my chip card, but I only have
to go one stop. Please just let me hitch a ride, OK?”
The aggressor is talking to you with a non-elevated voice. He is standing in
one place, and in a controlled and calm manner, uses his hands to support his
words.
”Don’t worry sir. If you cannot use your chip card, it is possible to buy a
regular ticket from my colleague.”
10

aggr nvb

user vb
user ees
aggr vb

aggr nvb

user vb

user ees
aggr vb
aggr nvb

user vb
user ees

”Seriously? Help a brother out man... just this once OK? There is no credit
on my chip card, but I only have to go one stop. You will do me a favour,
right?”
The aggressor is talking to you with a non-elevated voice. He is standing in
one place, and in a controlled and calm manner, uses his hands to support his
words.
”Unfortunately our policy states that I cannot let you take a ride unless you
have some sort of a ticket, even if it is just a short ride. My colleague can help
you with the ticket, she is right over there.”
10
”I understand about the rules, but is there really nothing you can do for me
here? I don’t have any cash on me right now, you see?”
The aggressor is talking to you with a non-elevated voice. He is standing in
one place, and in a controlled and calm manner, uses his hands to support his
words.
”I understand your problem sir. If you cannot buy a ticket, there is a chip
card machine on the platform where you can upgrade your credit.”
10
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”Yeah right! Do you really think I’m gonna miss this ride by stepping out of
this vehicle? There’s no way, I don’t have time for your nonsense.”
The aggressor is talking to you with a non-elevated voice. He is standing in
one place, and in a controlled and calm manner, uses his hands to support his
words.
”That’s an unfortunate situation sir, but don’t worry. The next tram leaves
in only seven minutes, so you shouldn’t end up with too much delay.”
10
”If I don’t get on this tram right now, I’m going to be late to see my daughter.
I’ve dealt with your kind before you know. No one gets between me and my
daughter you hear me?”
The aggressor is talking to you with a non-elevated voice. He is standing in
one place, and in a controlled and calm manner, uses his hands to support his
words.
”Alright sir. I’m calling my colleagues so we can sort this all out.”
10

training result

De-escalation semi-successful: called for support in time

application request

During the training session, what did you think the nature of the
aggression was? Choose between reactive and proactive.

user response

reactive

feedback

You managed to call for support in time, but could have done
a better job at de-escalating the situation. You judged the aggressor to have a reactive nature, but the aggressor was actually
proactive. Proactive aggressors try to get what they want by acting aggressively. They will use aggressive language, but contrary
to reactive aggressors they are not actually angry. This means
that compared to reactive aggressors, their behaviour seems relatively calm and controlled. Pay attention to the aggressor’s
non-verbal behaviour, and see if you can distinguish cues that
indicate a stress response. If this is not the case, the aggressor is
probably proactive.
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